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INTRODUCTION

It has been over thirty years since Neil Young lamented, “No
matter where I go, I never hear my record on the radio” in Payola
Blues.1 The track is a polemic against what Young characterized as
rampant music industry corruption that prevented artists from gain-
ing exposure unless they were willing to bribe radio station person-
nel to play their music.2 The song remains the same in the twenty-
first century, where accusations of payola now appear alongside
other celebrity gossip, such as when rapper Nicki Minaj recently
accused rival Cardi B of building her career on “sympathy and
payola.”3 Cardi B responded to the accusation in an Instagram
video where she denied engaging in payola and pointed out that
payola is illegal.4 In the days following the rappers’ exchange,
“payola” was catapulted from obscure industry jargon to a top

1. Neil Young satirized payola as follows: “Well here’s three thousand / That
ought to get it on / ‘Thanks a lot, man / I love your new song.’” NEIL YOUNG,
Payola Blues, on EVERYBODY’S ROCKIN’ (Geffen Records 1983).

2. See id.
3. Maria Vultaggio, What does “Payola” Mean? Nicki Minaj Says Cardi B “Built

Her Career Off Sympathy”, NEWSWEEK (Sept. 10, 2018), https://www.newsweek.com/
what-does-payola-mean-nicki-minaj-says-cardi-b-built-her-career-sympathy-1114943
[https://perma.cc/JMM7-R3K3].

4. Cardi B, Nicki Minaj, and the Music Industry’s Longstanding Penchant for
Payola, THE FASHION LAW (Oct. 31, 2018), http://www.thefashionlaw.com/home/
cardi-b-nicki-minaj-and-the-music-industrys-longstanding-penchant-for-payola
[https://perma.cc/A2DS-BLWU].
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trending topic on Twitter, with Dictionary.com stepping in to de-
fine the term in a tweet of its own.5

In its most fundamental form, the term “payola” describes the
music industry practice of paying someone a sum of money to pro-
mote a piece of music in the hopes of gaining exposure to a wider
audience and increasing sales and profits.6 Nearly sixty years ago,
Congress enacted federal prohibitions on payola to counteract a
pervasive culture of bribery in the radio industry.7 The 1960
Amendments to the Federal Communications Act (the Communi-
cations Act) prohibited radio stations from accepting payment in
exchange for broadcast unless they disclosed that such payment
had been made.8 The law granted the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) jurisdiction to enforce federal anti-payola legis-
lation and to pass regulations for the industry.9 Despite these legal
prohibitions, the practice of payola not only continued throughout
the twentieth century, but evolved into a systematized combination
of arrangements between radio stations, independent promoters,
and record labels.10

In the early 2000s, the New York Attorney General and the
FCC brought a series of anti-payola enforcement actions against re-
cord labels and radio stations in an effort to quash the practice.11

Just as this reinvigoration of federal anti-payola enforcement efforts
began, however, the music industry underwent a profound change
with the advent of digital music streaming.12 Today, more music
consumers are introduced to new music through playlists on
streaming services than via terrestrial radio.13 The FCC lacks juris-
diction over digital streaming services, and the Communication
Act’s prohibitions on undisclosed payola apply only to terrestrial

5. Vultaggio, supra note 3; Dictionary.com (@Dictionary), TWITTER (Sept. 10,
2018, 12:50 PM), https://twitter.com/Dictionarycom/status/
1039239617965445122 [https://perma.cc/4E23-6ADK] (“Payola: A secret or pri-
vate payment in return for the promotion of a product, service, etc., through the
abuse of one’s position, influence, or facilities.”).

6. KERRY SEGRAVE, PAYOLA IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY: A HISTORY, 1880–1991 vii
(1994).

7. 47 U.S.C. §§ 317, 508 (1934) (amended 1960).
8. Id.
9. Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 151 et seq. (amended 1960).
10. See infra Part I(D).
11. Lorne Manly, How Payola Went Corporate, N.Y. TIMES (July 31, 2005),

https://www.nytimes.com/2005/07/31/weekinreview/how-payola-went-corpo-
rate.html [https://perma.cc/C4SR-Y5FD].

12. See infra Part II.
13. LARRY S. MILLER, PARADIGM SHIFT: WHY RADIO MUST ADAPT TO THE RISE OF

DIGITAL 4 (2017).
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radio broadcasts.14 This has led music industry professionals to con-
clude that, were payola to be given in exchange for music promo-
tion or playlist placement on a streaming platform, the practice
would be entirely legal.15

Although the Communications Act’s prohibitions on payola
are inapplicable to streaming services, this paper argues that the
practice is still illegal under current federal law because payola is a
deceptive business practice under the meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. Part I summarizes the history of payola
practices and regulations in the United States. Part II describes the
structural changes in the music industry that resulted from the rise
of streaming services in the early twenty-first century. Part III pro-
vides an analysis of why common law fraud actions, contract reme-
dies, and self-regulation are insufficient to prevent payola on
streaming services. Finally, Part IV applies the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act to the problem of payola in order to argue that the
practice is still illegal under federal law, despite the inapplicability
of the Communications Act and the FCC’s lack of jurisdiction over
streaming platforms.

I.
HISTORY OF PAYOLA REGULATION

A. Early Examples of Payola

The term “payola” was originally coined in 1938 by the music
trade magazine Variety to describe practices that had long existed in
the music industry.16 In his seminal paper on the topic, Payola in
Radio and Television Broadcasting, R.H. Coase traced the history of
pay-for-play back to the nineteenth century, when music publishers
frequently hired lobbyists called “song-pluggers” who then paid live
performers to perform songs from the publisher’s catalog.17 In
1917, members of the music publishing industry formed the Music
Publishers Protective Association (MPPA).18 The MPPA’s stated ob-
jective was to “promote and foster clean and free competition
among music publishers” by eradicating the custom of song plug-

14. Michael O’Rielly, FCC Regulatory Free Arena, FCC: FCC BLOG (June 1, 2018,
11:15 AM), https://www.fcc.gov/news-events/blog/2018/06/01/fcc-regulatory-
free-arena [https://perma.cc/JH7U-NGGV].

15. See infra Part II.
16. SEGRAVE, supra note 6, at 1.
17. R.H. Coase, Payola in Radio and Television Broadcasting, 22 J.L. & ECON.

269, 271–73 (1979).
18. Id. at 276.
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ging.19 In 1931, the American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers (ASCAP) also banned the practice.20 As a result of these
measures, many song-plugging practices were driven under-
ground,21 but continued to occur regularly due to underenforce-
ment of the rules.22

In 1933, Congress established the National Recovery Adminis-
tration, which had the authority to establish “codes of fair competi-
tion” for each industry.23 The Code of Fair Competition for the
Music Publishing Industry prohibited pay-for-play unless the person
playing the song announced that he had been paid for doing so.24

The Code was only in operation for two months before the Su-
preme Court held that the act establishing the National Recovery
Administration was unconstitutional.25 In order to preserve the
Code’s payola prohibitions, the chairman of the MPPA requested
that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) assume jurisdiction over
the matter and adopt trade practice rules for the music publishing
industry.26 In light of a pending antitrust suit against the MPPA, the
FTC rejected the proposed trade practice rules and recommended
that the MPPA make a new application once the antitrust charges
had been resolved.27 Payola continued without federal regulation
for decades.28

B. Congressional Hearings on Payola and Other Deceptive Practices

As the focus of the music industry shifted from live perform-
ance to radio, the practice of payola continued to be widespread.29

In the 1950s and 1960s, radio adopted a model in which records
were played over the air by disc jockeys, whom record companies

19. Official Announcement to the Profession from the Music Publishers’ Protective Asso-
ciation, VARIETY, May 4, 1917, at 2.

20. SEGRAVE, supra note 6, at 39.
21. Coase, supra note 17, at 276–77.
22. SEGRAVE, supra note 6, at 20–21 (describing arrangements in which pub-

lishers agreed to accept lower royalties as an inducement for music houses to use
their songs, and explaining that the MPPA turned a blind eye to these practices).

23. National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) of 1933, Pub. L. No. 73-67,
U.S.C.C.A.N. (48 Stat.) 195, invalidated by A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United
States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935).

24. SEGRAVE, supra note 6, at 41.
25. Coase, supra note 17, at 279–81; see Schechter Poultry, 295 U.S. at 551.
26. Coase, supra note 17, at 281. For more about the interaction between the

FTC and the National Recovery Administration, see Marc Winerman, The FTC at
Ninety: History Through Headlines, 72 ANTITRUST L.J. 871, 880–83 (2005).

27. Coase, supra note 17, at 285.
28. SEGRAVE, supra note 6, at 55–99.
29. Id. at 55.
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frequently bribed in exchange for playing the company’s records
more frequently.30 Disc jockeys were given cash payments, royalties
on record sales, shares in record companies, gifts, and, according to
reports, some companies even paid the mortgages on disc jockeys’
homes.31 These practices came under scrutiny when Congressional
investigations into the rigging of television quiz shows brought ra-
dio payola practices to light.32 At the end of these hearings, Burton
Lane, the president of the American Guild of Authors and Compos-
ers, introduced a letter into the record which stated that the same
type of commercial bribery uncovered in the quiz show hearings
was a prime factor in determining which music would be played on
radio broadcasts, and surreptitiously influenced consumers’ record
purchases.33 In response, Congress in 1960 launched a series of
hearings into payola and other deceptive practices in the broadcast-
ing field (Payola Hearings).34 In the transcript from these hearings,
House officials note that the FTC has the duty to investigate prac-
tices that are “out of keeping with an honest and vigorous competi-
tive business system,” including payola, but went on to state that the
subcommittee would recommend legislation if the hearings re-
vealed that the FCC and FTC had been lax in their enforcement or
if their authority to address payola was unclear.35

30. The Payola that Pauperizes, VARIETY, July 21, 1954, at 35.
31. Responsibilities of Broadcasting Licensees and Station Personnel: Hearings before a

Subcommittee of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on Payola and
other Deceptive Practices in the Broadcasting Field, 86th Cong. 640–66 (1960) [hereinaf-
ter Payola Hearings].

32. H.R. REP. NO. 86-1800 (1960). In 1958, a New York grand jury investiga-
tion revealed that contestants on television quiz shows had been groomed for par-
ticipation, given the questions and answers beforehand, and that winners had been
selected in advance. Coase, supra note 17, at 288. After the grand jury investigation
concluded, the House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight conducted its own
hearings, which revealed that the owner of a Pennsylvania department store, Mr.
Hess, had made payments to employees of multiple television networks in ex-
change for allowing one of his employees to appear on television programs, where
the employee would then plug Hess’s store. Id. at 288–91. Mr. Hess testified that
“such surreptitious payments were ‘a common practice.’” INDEP. REGULATORY

COMM’N, 86TH CONGR., STAFF REP. TO THE SPECIAL SUBCOMM. ON LEGIS. OVERSIGHT

OF THE COMM. ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COM., 13 (Comm. Print 1960).
33. Proposed Amendments to FCC Act of 1934: Hearings before the Communications

Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 86th Cong. 49 (1960)
(“‘There is no doubt,’ Mr. Lane said, ‘that commercial bribery has become a
prime factor in determining what music is played on many broadcast programs
and what musical records the public is surreptitiously induced to buy.’”); see also
Coase, supra note 17, at 291.

34. Payola Hearings, supra note 31, at 640.
35. Id. at 829–30.
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During the Payola Hearings, the House Subcommittee on
Communications heard testimony from disc jockeys, record compa-
nies, and FTC personnel on the acceptance of payola by disc jock-
eys or other employees of broadcast stations.36 The House called
disc jockeys Dick Clark, famed host of American Bandstand, and
Alan Freed, an influential disc jockey who coined the term “rock
and roll,” to testify about payola practices.37 The committee gave
particular scrutiny to Dick Clark’s ownership interests in record
companies, which the committee suspected led him to favor the
records in which he had an ownership interest.38 Clark vehemently
denied accepting payola in any form.39 FTC Chairman Earl W. Kint-
ner testified that FTC investigations had revealed that 255 broad-
cast employees or disc jockeys and seven broadcast licensees had
received payola.40 The FTC had issued complaints against the re-
cord manufacturers and most had entered consent agreements in
which they “agreed not to give without requiring full public disclo-
sure, money or other material consideration to anyone to select
and broadcast records in which they had a financial interest of any
nature or to influence the employee of a broadcasting station or
anyone else to do so.”41 Throughout the hearings, members of the
House subcommittee referred to payola as “bribery,” “immoral,”
“wrong,” “reprehensible,” and contrary to the public interest.42

C. 1960 Amendments to the Communications Act of 1934

At the conclusion of the Payola Hearings, the committee con-
cluded that the regulation of unfair competition in the broadcast-
ing industry should be brought fully under the jurisdiction of the
FCC by amending § 317 of the Communications Act of 1934.43 The
FCC had been established by the Communications Act of 1934,
which granted the federal government broad authority to regulate
wire and radio communications and vested broad authority in the
FCC to carry out its provisions.44

36. Coase, supra note 17, at 292–94.
37. Richard Kielbowicz & Linda Lawson, Unmasking Hidden Commercials in

Broadcasting: Origins of the Sponsorship Identification Regulations, 1927–1963, 56 FED.
COMM. L.J. 329, 347, 351 (2004).

38. Coase, supra note 17, at 293–94.
39. Id. at 294.
40. Payola Hearings, supra note 31, at 640–66.
41. Coase, supra note 17, at 295.
42. Id.
43. H.R. REP. NO. 86-1800.
44. 47 U.S.C. § 151 et seq. 
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The 1960 Communications Act Amendments added prohibi-
tions on payola by providing that:

All matter broadcast by any radio station for which service,
money, or other valuable consideration is directly or indirectly
paid, or promised to or charged or accepted by, the station so
broadcasting, from any person, shall, at the time the same is so
broadcast, be announced as paid for or furnished, as the case
may be, by such person.45

The Act also imposed duties on broadcast licensees to exercise
reasonable diligence to obtain information from its employees
about whether payola had been given.46 The amendments require
that employees receiving payola as well as the entity offering it must
disclose the payment to the station,47 which in turn had a duty to
disclose those payments to the public.48 The FCC promulgated
more explicit disclosure requirements in 47 C.F.R. § 73.1212, re-
quiring that the disclosure specify (1) that the broadcast material
had been paid for; and (2) “by whom . . . such consideration was
supplied.”49 The basic principle underlying these disclosure re-
quirements is that “the public is entitled to know by whom it is per-
suaded.”50 Thus, the 1960 Amendments did not make pay-for-play
entirely illegal; they merely prohibited accepting such payment
without disclosing to the public that payment had been received.51

The FCC determines whether payola violations have occurred
through case-by-case adjudication that is initiated by the filing of a
formal complaint with the agency.52 Failure to make the reports
required by § 507 of the Communications Act can subject violators

45. 47 U.S.C. § 317(a)(1) (1960).
46. 47 U.S.C. § 317(c) (1960).
47. 47 U.S.C. § 508(a) (1960); see also FCC, PAYOLA AND SPONSORSHIP IDENTIFI-

CATION (2019), https://transition.fcc.gov/eb/broadcast/sponsid.html [https://
perma.cc/3V5X-ML4R] [hereinafter PAYOLA AND SPONSORSHIP IDENTIFICATION]
(noting that both the person promising to provide payment and the recipient are
obligated to make disclosure under § 507).

48. 47 U.S.C. § 317(a)(1).
49. FCC Broadcast Radio Services, 47 C.F.R. § 73.1212 (2020).
50. Termination of ‘Plugola’ Rulemaking and Affirmation of Disclosure Re-

quirement, 76 F.C.C.2d 227, 227 (1980).
51. Kristen Lee Repyneck, The Ghost of Alan Freed: An Analysis of the Merit and

Purpose of Anti-Payola Laws in Today’s Music Industry, 51 VILL. L. REV. 695, 704–705
(2006).

52. Termination of ‘Plugola’ Rulemaking and Affirmation of Disclosure Re-
quirement, 76 F.C.C.2d 227, 228 (1980); see also FCC, SPONSORSHIP IDENTIFICATION

RULES (2021), https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/sponsorship-identification-
rules [https://perma.cc/WC9X-D5Y2] (providing a link to file a complaint with
the FCC and describing the enforcement process).
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to criminal penalties, including a fine of up to $10,000 or imprison-
ment of up to one year, or both.53 The FCC cooperates with the
Department of Justice to enforce these criminal penalties.54 The
fact that a formal complaint is required to initiate an FCC investiga-
tion of payola means that the agency rarely enforces the anti-payola
provisions.55 This substantially weakened the deterrent value of
these penalties.56

D. Post-1960 Payola Practices and Enforcement

After § 507 of the Communications Act Amendments made
undisclosed payola a misdemeanor offense, radio stations adopted
increasingly elaborate payola strategies. Disc jockeys began to lose
the ability to choose which records the station played, with program
directors assuming responsibility for song selection.57 Eventually,
independent record promoters, or “indies,” stepped in to act as
middlemen between record companies and radio stations.58 Indies
and radio stations have a financial relationship in which money and
other consideration is supplied by the record label and funneled
through the indie to the station.59 The use of indies created a de-

53. Commission Warns Licensees about Payola and Undisclosed Promotion, 4 FCC
RCD. 7708, 7709 (1988) (describing the indictment of four individuals in federal
district court for making undisclosed payments of cash and cocaine in order to
secure airplay of certain records).

54. Id.; see also United States v. Vega, 447 F.2d 698, 699 (2d Cir. 1971).
55. See Peter J. Schildkraut, Stefanie Alfonso-Frank, Darrel Pae, Recording and

Broadcast Radio Industries Put on Notice: FCC Shows Renewed Interest in Payola, ARNOLD

& PORTER (Nov. 13, 2019) https://www.arnoldporter.com/en/perspectives/publi-
cations/2019/11/recording-and-broadcast-radio [https://perma.cc/87ST-TU8G]
(explaining that, at the date of publication, the FCC had brought only “about 30
enforcement actions of the anti-payola statutes and rules.”).

56. Only a few years after Clear Channel Communications, Inc. was fined by
the FCC for engaging in undisclosed payola, the radio conglomerate was investi-
gated by the New York Attorney General and the FCC for continued violations. See
Charles Duhigg, FCC Launches Payola Probes of 4 Radio Giants, L.A. TIMES (Apr. 20,
2006), https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2006-apr-20-fi-fcc20-story.html
[https://perma.cc/UW3P-V3XZ]; Chuck Philips, Clear Channel Fined Just $8,000 by
FCC for Payola Violation, L.A. TIMES (Oct. 20, 2000), https://www.latimes.com/
archives/la-xpm-2000-oct-20-fi-39236-story.html [https://perma.cc/U2PS-WQQK];
and Charles Duhigg, FCC Launches Payola Probes of 4 Radio Giants, L.A. TIMES (Apr.
20, 2006), https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2006-apr-20-fi-fcc20-
story.html [https://perma.cc/UW3P-V3XZ].

57. Manly, supra note 11.
58. Marie Connolly and Allan B. Krueger: Rockonomics: The Economics of Popu-

lar Music 46 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 11282, 2005).
59. Press Release, Att’y Gen. of the State of New York, Sony BMG Music En-

tertainment, Assurance of Discontinuance Pursuant to Executive Law § 63(15) 7
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gree of separation between record companies and stations in an
attempt to thwart the requirements of the Communications Act by
obscuring the fact that the money radio stations received for airplay
was actually coming from record companies.60

Further evolution of an elaborate formal payola strategy was
facilitated by the Telecommunications Act of 1996,61 which led to
the consolidation of radio stations into a handful of radio conglom-
erates such as Clear Channel Communications, Inc. and Infinity
Broadcasting, Inc.62 These powerful entities were able to use their
local dominance and nationwide reach to negotiate promotional
deals with record labels, which included extracting cash payments
and other consideration in exchange for airplay.63 This environ-
ment allowed payola to evolve from the traditional device of deliver-
ing cash bribes to disc jockeys into a coordinated system of
exchanging cash, sneakers, laptops, hotels, and parties in exchange
for increased song plays.64 As part of these elaborate schemes, la-
bels also arranged for their artists to perform on the radio or at
concerts for free or at reduced rates with the understanding that
the performance was taking place in exchange for the station’s in-
creased plays of that artist’s or label’s tracks.65

In 2004, then-New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer initi-
ated an investigation into payola, which led to multi-million-dollar
settlements with record companies Universal, Sony BMG, Warner
Music Group, and EMI Music North America, as well as Entercom,
a large radio conglomerate.66 The New York investigation did not

(July 2005), https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/press-releases/archived/
payola.pdf [https://perma.cc/F39F-ZULF].

60. Lauren J. Katunich, Time to Quit Paying the Payola Piper: Why Music Industry
Abuse Demands a Complete System Overhaul, 22 LOY. L.A. ENT. L. REV. 643, 655-56
(2002) (describing the elaborate financial mechanisms by which indies facilitate
payments between record companies and radio stations).

61. Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56.
62. Manly, supra note 11.
63. Chuck Philips & Michael A. Hiltzik, Radio Conglomerates Skirt Payola Laws,

Critics Say, L.A. TIMES (Dec. 16, 1998), https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-
1998-dec-16-mn-54616-story.html [https://perma.cc/SY3V-2UJF].

64. Neda Ulaby, Payola: The Beat Goes On, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO: ALL

THINGS CONSIDERED (Aug. 9, 2005), https://www.npr.org/templates/story/
story.php?storyId=4785403 [https://perma.cc/V84Y-2Q2C].

65. Press Release, Attorney General of the State of New York, Sony BMG Mu-
sic Entertainment, supra note 59, at 7.

66. Phil Gallo, Payola’s Big Payout, VARIETY, May 11, 2016, https://vari-
ety.com/2006/biz/markets-festivals/payola-s-big-payout-1200336695/ [https://
perma.cc/G49N-Q5G5]; see also Press Release, Att’y Gen. of the State of New York,
Sony BMG Music Entertainment, supra note 59, at 1; Press Release, Att’y Gen. of
the State of New York, Universal Music Settles Payola Probe (May 11, 2006),
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proceed under the Communications Act; rather, the payola prac-
tices in question were alleged to be deceptive business practices
that violated New York’s Deceptive Practices Statute.67

Spitzer’s investigation reinvigorated FCC enforcement of the
Communications Act. After Spitzer shared the results of his investi-
gation with the FCC, the agency opened payola investigations into
Clear Channel Communications, Inc., CBS Radio Inc., Entercom
Communications Corp., and Citadel Broadcasting Corp.,68 which
eventually led to consent decrees and additional fines.69 Since that
time, the FCC has continued to investigate payola violations involv-
ing record companies and terrestrial radio stations.70 Although
payola enforcement has remained lax in recent years, former FCC
Commissioner Michael O’Rielly renewed the agency’s interest in in-
vestigating the practice after a 2019 Rolling Stone article shined a
light on payola’s continued prevalence.71

https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/universal-music-settles-payola-probe [https://
perma.cc/RR3Q-H488]; People v. Entercom Communications, Corp., No. 0401002
2006 WL 859133 (N.Y. Sup. 2006) (Trial Pleading); Chris Morris, EMI Pays $3.75
Mil Settlement, 394 HOLLYWOOD REPORTER 52, June 16, 2006.

67. Press Release, Att’y Gen. of the State of New York, Sony BMG Music En-
tertainment, supra note 59, at 4; see also N.Y. GEN. BUS. LAW § 350-1 (McKinney
2018) (prohibiting deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any business).

68. Duhigg, supra note 56.
69. See Entercom Communications Corp., FCC No. 07-42 (Mar. 23, 2007),

https://transition.fcc.gov/eb/Orders/2007/FCC-07-42A1.html [https://
perma.cc/T936-V862]; CBS Radio, Inc., FCC No. 07-27 (Mar. 21, 2007), https://
transition.fcc.gov/eb/Orders/2007/FCC-07-27A1.html [https://perma.cc/C7Z6-
DAZB]; Citadel Broadcasting Corp., FCC No. 07-28 (Mar. 21, 2007), https://transi-
tion.fcc.gov/eb/Orders/2007/FCC-07-28A1.html [https://perma.cc/4GM5-
NKH9]; Clear Channel Communications, Inc., FCC No. 07-29 (Mar. 21, 2007),
https://transition.fcc.gov/eb/Orders/2007/FCC-07-29A1.html [https://
perma.cc/C7Z6-DAZB].

70. See generally PAYOLA AND SPONSORSHIP IDENTIFICATION, supra note 47 (list-
ing and linking to the agency’s fewer than 30 payola enforcement actions since
2000).

71. Elias Leight, Want to Get on the Radio? Have $50,000?, ROLLING STONE

(Aug. 7, 2019), https://www.rollingstone.com/pro/features/radio-stations-hit-pay-
for-play-867825/ [https://perma.cc/65YZ-G3CT]; Elias Leight, Pay-for-Play Was
Banned from Radio—but Texts Reveal It May Still Be Thriving, ROLLING STONE (Oct. 5,
2020), https://www.rollingstone.com/pro/features/pay-for-play-radio-texts-
1067691/ [https://perma.cc/2PRV-W8YK]; Letter from Mike O’Rielly, Commis-
sioner, FCC, to Mitch Glazier, Chairman and CEO, Recording Industry Association
of America (Sept. 4, 2019), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-
359469A1.pdf [https://perma.cc/R8AW-3W93].
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II.
THE ROLE OF STREAMING SERVICES AND

PLAYLISTS IN THE MODERN MUSIC
ECONOMY

A. The Rise of Streaming Services

At the same time that Spitzer prompted the FCC to rededicate
itself to investigating and prosecuting deceptive practices in terres-
trial radio, digital music was also beginning to emerge and evolve.
Napster, the first on-demand digital music service, launched in
1999, and its peer-to-peer file sharing model substantially damaged
the profitability of the recorded music industry.72 Although Nap-
ster’s file sharing model soon met its demise due in large part to
lawsuits for copyright violation,73 its promise of open consumer ac-
cess to the music of their own choosing radically changed the
ecosystem of music delivery.

Consumers in the early 2000s were frustrated with the homog-
enizing effects of terrestrial radio consolidation in the wake of the
1996 Telecommunications Act, which concentrated the power to
decide whether consumers would gain access to new music in the
hands of a select few gatekeepers in the radio and record indus-
tries.74 In the mid-to-late 2000s, on-demand streaming services
emerged as a fundamental channel of music delivery and, to a large
extent, afforded listeners greater access to and choice over which
music they would consume.75 Streaming refers to listening to music
or watching videos in real time, as opposed to downloading files to

72. The industry recorded $14.6 billion in recorded music revenues in 1999,
marking the apex of the record industry’s profitability. While Napster’s filesharing
services were in operation between 1999 to 2002, recorded music revenues fell by
two billion dollars. U.S. Recorded Music Revenues by Format, RECORDING INDUS-

TRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, https://www.riaa.com/u-s-sales-database/ [https://
perma.cc/LNM2-QHVV].

73. See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, 284 F.3d 1091 (9th Cir. 2002) (af-
firming a preliminary injunction and shut down order issued against Napster for
copyright violations).

74. When the FCC reviewed the 1996 Telecommunications Act in 2003 and
opened its rules up for public comment, the agency received over 15,000 letters,
emails, and other documents, with most responses in opposition to further media
consolidation. Mary Madden, The State of Music Online: Ten Years after Napster, PEW

RESEARCH CENTER: INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY (June 15, 2009), https://
www.pewinternet.org/2009/06/15/the-state-of-music-online-ten-years-after-nap-
ster/ [https://perma.cc/U68Q-L72Q].

75. See Lucas Shaw, The Streaming Revolution, BLOOMBERG (Mar. 6, 2018),
https://www.bloomberg.com/quicktake/the-streaming-revolution [https://
perma.cc/E2MB-ZXRB].
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a computer and listening to or watching them at a later date.76

Streaming platforms compile a database of songs which they then
make available to consumers to stream as they wish, transforming
songs from scarce, excludable commodities into non-rivalrous, non-
excludable resources.77

B. Streaming’s Business Model

Streaming services’ revenues have grown from being virtually
nonexistent in 2004 to making up 74.9% of United States recorded
music revenues in 2018.78 The major players in music streaming are
Spotify, Apple Music, and Amazon Music, along with YouTube, Pan-
dora, SoundCloud, and Tidal.79 Many of these platforms offer users
a choice between a paid subscription to the service with access to
added features and no advertisements, or a free service supported
by advertisements that run between songs.80 Paid subscriptions to
streaming services have been a tremendous area of recent growth in
the music industry and accounted for $4.7 billion or 47.3% of all
total revenues in 2018.81 Despite this revenue growth, streaming
services have struggled to become profitable in this early phase of
the industry,82 with Spotify becoming the first to record a profit, in
2018.83

The means by which these platforms deliver music to consum-
ers can be classified as either interactive or non-interactive. An in-
teractive service allows a user to request a specific song and listen to

76. What is Streaming?, BBC: WEBWISE (Oct. 10, 2012), http://www.bbc.co.uk/
webwise/guides/about-streaming [https://perma.cc/ASW7-334F].

77. Eric Drott, Why the Next Song Matters: Streaming, Recommendation, Scarcity, 15
TWENTIETH-CENTURY MUSIC 325, 331 (2018).

78. RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, supra note 72.
79. Mid-Year 2018 Streaming Market Shares, MIDIA RESEARCH: MUSIC INDUSTRY

BLOG (Sept. 13, 2018), https://musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/2018/09/13/
mid-year-2018-streaming-market-shares/ [https://perma.cc/QV7K-S3ZK].

80. Kathleen Wong, How Does Spotify Make Money? Here’s the Business Model Be-
hind the Streaming Service, MIC (March, 10, 2016), https://mic.com/articles/
137400/how-does-spotify-make-money-here-s-the-business-model-behind-the-
streaming-service#.0V7RvAxFv [https://perma.cc/AT6T-VFJW].

81. RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, supra note 72.
82. Having Rescued Recorded Music, Spotify May Upend the Industry Again, THE

ECONOMIST (Jan. 11, 2018), https://www.economist.com/business/2018/01/11/
having-rescued-recorded-music-spotify-may-upend-the-industry-again [https://
perma.cc/R8ZC-7DFK].

83. Audrey Schomer, Spotify Recorded its First-Ever Profits in Q3, BUSINESS IN-

SIDER (Nov. 2, 2018), https://www.businessinsider.com/spotify-earnings-q3-profit-
2018-11 [https://perma.cc/MM62-MVXX].
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the requested song immediately or soon after the request is made,84

while non-interactive services do not allow listeners to listen to spe-
cific songs or albums on demand, and instead mimic a traditional
radio broadcast with a pre-programmed or pre-selected mix of
tracks that is not published to the listener.85 Internet radio services
such as Pandora and iTunes Radio are considered non-interactive
services, while on-demand music services like Spotify and Apple Mu-
sic are considered to be interactive.86

C. The Importance of Playlists

Just as a terrestrial radio station’s programmatic playlist deter-
mines which songs will gain the most airplay and reach listeners,
playlists also play a substantial role in determining which music the
users of interactive streaming services will be exposed to and ulti-
mately consume. Playlists consist of an “ordered sequence of songs
meant to be listened to as a group”87 and have gained increased
influence on streaming platforms as a way to help users navigate
platforms’ seemingly limitless catalogs.88 Interactive platforms allow
users to create their own playlists using songs from the platform’s
catalog,89 but consumers often seek out playlists created by other
users, including celebrities or regular individuals who have gained
followings on the streaming platforms for their musical expertise

84. Non-interactive streaming services may use statutory licenses, which give
them access to any commercially available sound recording. Interactive services
must obtain a direct license from the copyright holder. See 17 U.S.C. § 114(j)(7)
(2018).

85. Licensing 101, SOUNDEXCHANGE (2019), https://
www.soundexchange.com/service-provider/licensing-101/ [https://perma.cc/
E8CA-PES9].

86. Whether a service is interactive or non-interactive is not always clear. For
example, Pandora allows its users to create highly customized individualized “sta-
tions” based on songs or artists the listener identifies but restricts its customers’
ability to skip songs or request individual songs, placing it in the non-interactive
category and enabling the service to use statutory licenses. Jay Anderson, Stream
Capture: Returning Control of Digital Music to the Users, 25 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 159, 160
n.5, 172 n.67 (2011).

87. Ricardo Dias, Daniel Conçalves, & Manuel J. Fonseca, From Manual to As-
sisted Playlist Creation: A Survey, 76 MULTIMEDIA TOOLS & APPLICATIONS 14375, 14379
(2016).

88. Drott, supra note 77, at 330–31; see also Patrick McGuire, Why Playlists are
More Important than Ever, TUNECORE BLOG (Dec. 5, 2017), https://
www.tunecore.com/blog/2017/12/playlists-important-ever.html. [https://
perma.cc/52YE-8XZS].

89. Alyssa Goldrich, Note, Streaming Moguls are Biting the Hand that Feeds Them:
Artists Beg for a Change in Intellectual Property Laws, 15 J. INT’L BUS. & L. 287, 291–98
(2016).
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and curation ability.90 Streaming platforms offer platform-curated
playlists for a variety of genres and listener desires, with options like
“Songs to Sing in the Shower,” “Country Songs About Fishin’,” and
a boxing-oriented workout playlist called “Girl, Hold My Ear-
rings.”91 These platform-curated playlists may rely on human
playlist professionals who act as tastemakers to highlight new talent,
surprise fans, and provide listeners with a guide to hot new music,92

or may be generated by algorithms that are designed to gather data
about individual users’ listening habits in order to recommend
playlists personalized to each user’s tastes.93

Human curators also use data about a song’s past streaming
performance, including the number of times a song is played, skip-
ped, completed, or saved by users, to inform their playlist selec-
tions.94 For artists, having a song chosen for an independent, user-
curated playlist with a large following can be a stepping stone to-
wards gaining a place on more influential playlists and achieving
major success in the modern music business.95 Placement on a pop-
ular playlist can add hundreds of thousands of streams to an artist’s
song.96 Today, record labels use streaming services’ consumption
data to discover and market talent, and work to develop close rela-
tionships with playlist curators in the hopes that their music will be
placed on influential playlists,97 and a burgeoning industry of
“playlist pitchers” charge artists for the service of pitching the art-
ist’s music to curators who have popular playlists.98 The importance

90. Marc Hogan, Up Next: How Playlists Are Curating the Future of Music, PITCH-

FORK (July 16, 2015), https://pitchfork.com/features/article/9686-up-next-how-
playlists-are-curating-the-future-of-music/ [https://perma.cc/2K6J-U9E3].

91. Id.
92. Neil Shah, The Music Industry’s New Gatekeepers, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 15,

2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-music-industrys-new-gatekeepers-
1510761601 [https://perma.cc/97YZ-ZNRV].

93. Drott, supra note 77, at 335.
94. Shah, supra note 92.
95. Tom Ward, How Do Songs End Up on Spotify Playlists Anyway? FORBES (July

31, 2017) https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomward/2017/07/31/how-do-songs-
end-up-on-spotify-playlists-anyway/#68a57a30bbb7 [http://perma.cc/A462-
2QW4].

96. Aric Jenkins, The Murky Business of Spotify ‘Playlist Pitching’, FORTUNE (Aug.
10, 2018), http://fortune.com/2018/08/10/spotify-playlist-pitching-curators/
[https://perma.cc/G6D8-LD7M].

97. Craig Marks, How a Hit Happens Now, VULTURE (Sept. 18, 2017), https://
www.vulture.com/2017/09/spotify-rapcaviar-most-influential-playlist-in-music.html
[https://perma.cc/2R3D-U7NG].

98. Jenkins, supra note 96.
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of a select few playlist “gatekeepers” creates strong incentives to en-
gage in payola.99

Artists, songwriters, and labels have an additional incentive to
pay for playlist placement on streaming services because of the in-
creased royalties that they stand to gain. Performances on tradi-
tional over-the-air radio are seen as a “promotional” tool to drive
sales and are therefore exempt from royalties.100 When a song is
played by users of a streaming service, however, the platform must
pay royalties to the content owners.101 The increased streams that
result from placement on a popular playlist therefore result in pay-
ments by the streaming platform directly back to the artist.

D. FCC Jurisdiction

Streaming services play a similar role to terrestrial radio sta-
tions in making music widely available to consumers and giving cre-
ators an avenue to communicate with the public. Unlike terrestrial
radio, however, streaming services do not fall within the jurisdiction
of the FCC.102 Current law prevents the FCC from having any over-
sight over the universe of modern technologies known as the app
economy, including streaming platforms.103 The Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996 declined to grant the FCC regulatory authority
over internet service providers or entities doing business over the
internet, reflecting Congress’s intent to “preserve the vibrant and
competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and
other interactive computer services, unfettered by Federal or State
regulation.”104 Although the FCC attempted to exert jurisdiction
over the internet in 2015 when it reclassified broadband internet
service providers as public utilities,105 these efforts to extend the
FCC’s regulatory authority were fully reversed by Chairman Ajit Pai

99. See infra Part III.
100. Todd Brabec, The Performance Right—A World in Transition, 42 MITCHELL

HAMLINE L. REV. 16 (2016), reprinted in 3 LINDEY ON ENTERTAINMENT, PUBLISHING

AND THE ARTS: AGREEMENTS AND THE LAW (Alexander Lindey, ed., 2018).
101. About Digital Royalties, SOUNDEXCHANGE, https://

www.soundexchange.com/artist-copyright-owner/digital-royalties// [https://
perma.cc/M5UC-KTRM] (last visited Apr. 6, 2021).

102. O’Rielly, supra note 14. This paper argues that streaming services are
within the regulatory authority of the FTC, which is the primary federal agency
regulating electronic commerce. See infra Part IV.

103. O’Rielly, supra note 14.
104. Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 138

§ 230(b)(2).
105. Open Internet Order, 80 Fed. Reg. 19738 (Mar. 12, 2015).
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in 2018.106 The Communications Act’s prohibitions on undisclosed
payola currently only govern terrestrial radio stations,107 which has
led to the widespread belief that, were payola to occur in the
streaming context, it would be entirely legal under existing law.108

III.
ANALYSIS OF THE RISKS OF PAYOLA IN THE

STREAMING CONTEXT

The need for continued regulation and anti-payola enforce-
ment becomes clear when one analyzes the harm caused by contin-
ued payola in the streaming context. Payola in the context of
terrestrial radio has historically been prosecuted through tort-based
commercial bribery and common law fraud actions, while stream-
ing services attempt to avoid the harms of payola through contrac-
tual provisions in their terms of services. As explained below,
neither tort-based commercial bribery or fraud actions, nor con-
tract-based methods, can fully address the harms of payola in the
streaming context.

A. Payola is Harmful to Consumer Interests

Since Congress’s interest in regulating payola began, the prac-
tice’s opponents have likened it to commercial bribery.109 Indeed,

106. Restoring Internet Freedom, 83 Fed. Reg. 7852 (Feb. 22, 2018) (to be
codified at 47 C.F.R. pts. 1, 8, & 20).

107. See 47 U.S.C. § 317 (requiring radio stations to make announcements for
any payment or consideration received in exchange for broadcasts).

108. The Future of Music Coalition, an advocacy organization for indepen-
dent artists, published a piece highlighting the risks of payola in the streaming
context, pointing out that while undisclosed payola is illegal on AM/FM radio,
regulatory agencies such as the FCC have no jurisdiction over online services. Tay-
lor Lambert & Kevin Erickson, Music Recommendation and Digital Payola, FUTURE OF

MUSIC COALITION (June 10, 2014, 8:48 AM), http://futureofmusic.org/blog/
2014/06/10/music-recommendation-digital-payola [https://perma.cc/DG8W-
DBTB]; See also Robert Cookson, Spotify Bans “Payola” on Playlists, FINANCIAL TIMES

(Aug. 20, 2016), https://www.ft.com/content/af1728ca-4740-11e5-af2f-
4d6e0e5eda22 [https://perma.cc/44GF-838W] (“The rise of music streaming ser-
vices—which fall outside laws against payola on radio—has created a new opportu-
nity for unscrupulous record promoters.”).

109. Investigation of Television Quiz Shows: Hearings Before a Subcomm. of the H.
Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 86th Cong. 1142 (1959) (The House Sub-
committee on Legislative Oversight received a letter from Burton Lane, president
of the American Guild of Authors and Composers, stating that “there is no doubt
that commercial bribery has become a prime factor in determining what music is
played on many broadcast programs and what musical records the public is surrep-
titiously induced to buy.”).
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even after federal anti-payola legislation was enacted and the FCC
had stepped in to regulate the practice, many legal actions taken
against parties for engaging in payola continued to be brought
under state commercial bribery statutes. For example, after the con-
clusion of the Payola Hearings, Alan Freed, one of the popular disc
jockeys who testified, refused to sign an affidavit stating that he had
never accepted payola and was summarily fired and charged with
twenty-six counts of commercial bribery for accepting payments of
over $30,000 in exchange for playing records.110

Commercial bribery has traditionally been conceptualized as a
breach of the fiduciary duty an employee or agent owes to his em-
ployer or principal.111 An employee who accepts a bribe in ex-
change for binding his employer to a transaction has abused the
employer’s trust and loyalty for his own economic benefit.112 State
commercial bribery statutes often recognize the breach of this fidu-
ciary duty as the basis for liability.113

In keeping with the conception of commercial bribery as a
breach of the fiduciary duty owed by employees to their employers,
early radio payola schemes involved payments made directly to ra-
dio station employees, such as disc jockeys.114 Through the late
twentieth century, however, pay-for-play evolved to involve the re-
ceipt of payments by high-level executives throughout large radio
conglomerates, and began to resemble a wholesale agreement be-
tween the station itself and record labels or promoters, rather than
small-scale deception by low-level station employees against their
employers.115 Despite the fact that modern payola does not often
involve a breach of employee fiduciary duty, it continues to be pros-
ecuted,116 indicating that the practice offends values that go be-
yond the employment relationship. Those who engage in pay-for-
play often engage in other unethical behavior to disguise their brib-

110. SEGRAVE, supra note 6, at 150–51.
111. See Bribery in Commercial Relationships, 45 HARV. L. REV. 1248, 1248 (1932).
112. Jeffrey Boles, Examining the Lax Treatment of Commercial Bribery in the

United States: A Prescription for Reform, 51 AM. BUS. L.J. 119, 146 (2014).
113. See, e.g., N.Y. PENAL LAW § 180.00 (McKinney 2021) (“A person is guilty

of commercial bribing in the second degree when he confers, or offers or agrees to
confer, any benefit upon any employee, agent or fiduciary without the consent of
the latter’s employer or principal, with intent to influence his conduct in relation
to his employer’s or principal’s affairs.”).

114. Coase, supra note 17, at 286–87 (describing how disc jockeys’ increased
prominence in the selection of radio programming in the 1950s led record compa-
nies to make gifts or money payments to disc jockeys in exchange for airplay).

115. See, e.g., Press Release, Att’y Gen. of the State of New York, Universal
Music, supra note 66.

116. Id.
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ery, including lying, falsifying documents and accounting entries,
and attempting to conceal the payments from auditors or
inspectors.117

The Communications Act’s prohibitions on payola contem-
plate payments made directly to station employees and require that
employees who accept or agree to accept consideration from a
third party in exchange for a broadcast must disclose that consider-
ation to the station by which they are employed.118 The Act’s disclo-
sure requirements also extend beyond employees’ fiduciary duty to
disclose payola agreements to their employers by requiring the sta-
tions themselves to announce to the public at the time of broadcast
that consideration was received in exchange for their broadcast of
the material.119 This reflects a congressional decision to condemn
any form of pay-for-play that is made without disclosure to the pub-
lic, without limiting the prohibition on frauds committed by em-
ployees against their employers.120 In banning payola through the
Communications Act, Congress was concerned with payola as a
fraud against the listening public, not merely as a breach of the fiduci-
ary relationship between employers and employees.121 By requiring
public disclosure of payments made to induce airplay, the Commu-
nications Act recognized that the music industry owes a duty to the
public to conduct its business activities in a transparent fashion.

B. Common Law Fraud Actions Are Inadequate to Protect Consumer
Interests

The common law rules governing the tort of fraudulent con-
cealment are foundational to the Communications Act’s prohibi-
tions on payola,122 but on their own, common law fraud actions are

117. Antonio Argandoña, The 1996 ICC Report on Extortion and Bribery in Inter-
national Business Transactions, 6 BUS. ETHICS: EUR. REV. 134, 135 (1997).

118. 47 U.S.C. § 508(a).
119. 47 U.S.C. § 317.
120. H.R. REP. NO. 86-2225, at 18–19 (1960).
121. See 106 Cong. Rec. 17559, 17625 (Aug. 25, 1960) (the Senate concurred

in the House’s Amendment of Senate Bill 1898 with an Amendment, noting “What
we are seeking to correct is the deception and the fraud which is practiced against
the public. . . . After all, if it is payola for a disc jockey to receive records free and to
be paid on the side for plugging a record, it would be just as much payola for an
executive of a studio to be given a Cadillac car to run around in because every
once in a while, when the studio makes a picture, the car is shown in the picture.
Payola is payola. I do not know how we would differentiate between one group and
another group.”).

122. See H.R. REP. NO. 86-1258, at 20 (Feb. 9, 1960).
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not a very effective way to protect consumer interests.123 Common
law fraud entails a misrepresentation or failure to disclose a mate-
rial fact124 where the perpetrator, with the intent to deceive, makes
a false statement of material fact upon which a victim reasonably
relies to his or her detriment.125 A fact is material if a reasonable
person would have considered it important in making a decision
under the circumstances in question.126 While plaintiffs may be
able to state a claim that undisclosed payola constitutes misrepre-
sentation of a material fact,127 it may be difficult for the ordinary
streaming listener to prove fraudulent intent or sufficient damages
to justify the cost of litigation.

In federal court, fraud cases are subject to a heightened plead-
ing standard under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Federal
Rule 9(b) requires that parties alleging fraud “must state with par-
ticularity the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake.”128 The
particularity standard has been interpreted as requiring plaintiffs to
allege the “who, what, when, where, and how” of the alleged
fraud,129 or to plead the fraud’s “time, place, and content.”130 Rule
9(b) provides that intent to deceive “may be alleged generally.”131

After Twombly and Iqbal, some courts have increased the pleading

123. Jeff Sovern, Private Actions Under the Deceptive Trade Practices Acts: Reconsid-
ering the FTC Act as a Rule Model, 52 OHIO ST. L.J. 437, 439 (1991) (noting that
deceptive trade statutes are founded on the common law of fraud and contract,
which “are not particularly good vehicles for consumers”).

124. Boles, supra note 112, at 146 (citing Neder v. United States, 527 U.S. 1,
22 (1999)) (stating the common law meaning of fraud at the time of the mail
fraud act’s passage).

125. Id. (citing Simons v. Cogan, 542 A.2d 785 (Del. Ch. 1987)).
126. Id. (citing Seiffer v. Topsy’s Int’l, Inc., 487 F. Supp. 653, 663 (D. Kan.

1980)); see also Kungys v. United States, 485 U.S. 759, 787 (1988) (Stevens, J.,
concurring).

127. See analysis, infra Part III.
128. FED. R. CIV. P. 9(b).
129. E.g., Lawton ex rel. United States v. Takeda Pharmaceutical Co., 842 F.2d

125, 130 (1st Cir. 2016); Wigod v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 673 F.3d 547, 569 (7th
Cir. 2012); Cafasso, U.S. ex rel. v. General Dynamics C4 Sys., Inc., 637 F.3d 1047,
1055 (9th Cir. 2011); United States ex rel. Wilson v. Kellogg Brown & Root, Inc.,
525 F.3d 370, 379 (4th Cir. 2008); BJC Health Sys. v. Columbia Cas. Co., 478 F.3d
908, 917 (8th Cir. 2007); United States ex rel. Willard v. Humana Health Plan of
Texas Inc., 336 F.3d 375, 385 (5th Cir. 2003); In re Burlington Coat Factory Securi-
ties Litigation, 114 F.3d 1410, 1422 (3d Cir. 1997).

130. See, e.g., Cox v. Mortgage Elec. Registration Sys., Inc., 685 F.3d 663, 673
(8th Cir. 2012); Johnson v. Nextel Commc’ns, Inc., 660 F.3d 131, 143 (2d Cir.
2011) (requiring that plaintiffs must allege specific facts as to the alleged fraud);
Bennett v. MIS Corp., 607 F.3d 1076, 1100 (6th Cir. 2010).

131. FED. R. CIV. P. 9(b).
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standard for scienter under Rule 9.132 The Second Circuit requires
pleadings that give rise to a “strong inference” of fraudulent in-
tent,133 while other circuits now apply Twombly and Iqbal’s plausibil-
ity standard to pleadings of scienter in fraud cases.134

Even in state law actions that may not be subject to Rule 9(b)’s
heightened pleading standards, individual fraud suits are not com-
monly relied upon to protect consumer interests. In State ex rel. Dan-
forth v. Independence Dodge, Inc., the Missouri Court of Appeals
explained that a state statute giving the attorney general the right
to bring suit against those engaging in deceptive trade practices
had been enacted “for the very reason that private causes of action
had proved largely ineffective to prevent consumer fraud . . . .
[I]ndividual action by consumers is much too costly in that the ex-
pense of litigation usually outweighs the amount of likely recov-
ery.”135 The amount of likely recovery for listeners to streaming
services in a fraud action for payola is likely to be extremely low,
even if they can allege sufficient facts to survive a motion to dismiss
at the pleading stage—a difficult task given the elaborate structures
that have evolved to conceal payola practices in the music indus-
try.136 Therefore, common law fraud claims for payola, like other
deceptive trade practices, are likely to be prohibitively costly for or-
dinary consumers.137

132. Hannah Ruth Roberts, Anything but General: Pleading Scienter in Rule 9(b)
Claims, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (May 23, 2017), https://www.americanbar.org
/groups/litigation/committees/business-torts-unfair-competition/practice/2017/
pleading-scienter-in-rule-9b-claims/ [https://perma.cc/RCP6-8CZZ]; see also Bell Atl.
Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007) (heightening pleading requirements
by requiring that plaintiffs allege enough facts to make their claim plausible, not
merely possible or conceivable); Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (hold-
ing that a claim “has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content
that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable
for the misconduct alleged”).

133. First Cap. Asset Mgmt., Inc. v. Satinwood, Inc., 385 F.3d 159, 179 (2d Cir.
2004).

134. The First, Third, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Circuits have all ele-
vated Rule 9(b)’s requirement that scienter be alleged generally to a requirement
that plaintiffs plead sufficient facts to give rise to a plausible inference of intent.
Roberts, supra note 132; see also, e.g., Schatz v. Republican State Leadership
Comm., 669 F.3d 50, 58 (1st Cir. 2012).

135. State ex rel. Danforth v. Indep. Dodge, Inc., 494 S.W.2d 362, 370 (Mo. Ct.
App. 1973).

136. See supra Part I.
137. Sovern, supra note 123, at 439.
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C. Contractual Prohibitions Are Inadequate to Address Payola.

Digital streaming services implement lengthy terms and condi-
tions by which users must agree to abide in exchange for the oppor-
tunity to use the platform. These “terms of service” specify how the
platform is to be used, as determined by the platform itself, includ-
ing rights granted to users, rights granted to the service, and dis-
claimers.138 The terms and conditions of streaming services indicate
that, by signing up for and using the service, the user enters into a
binding contract with the service.139

Currently, the primary explicit legal prohibitions on payola in
the streaming context are provisions in streaming platforms’ terms
of service. Spotify, which features an extensive system of user-
curated playlists, expressly prohibits users from “selling a user ac-
count or playlist, or otherwise accepting or offering to accept any
compensation, financial or otherwise, to influence the name of an
account or playlist or the content included on an account or
playlist.”140 Spotify retains the right to immediately terminate or
suspend the Spotify accounts of users who violate their user guide-
lines.141 While Apple Music and Amazon Music do not contain pro-
visions explicitly forbidding selling placement on playlists, they
stipulate that users may use their services only for personal, non-
commercial use, and forbid renting or selling the platform’s con-
tent, which includes playlists.142

In 2018, Spotify deactivated the account of SpotLister, a service
that charged musicians for paid placement on its 1,500 curated
playlists, which claimed to have a cumulative reach of 11.7 million
followers.143 Some believe that SpotLister was targeted because it

138. See Apple Media Services Terms and Conditions, APPLE (Sept. 16, 2020),
https://www.apple.com/legal/internet-services/itunes/us/terms.html [https://
perma.cc/VS7S-A2MG]; Spotify Terms and Conditions of Use, SPOTIFY (Feb. 7, 2019),
https://www.spotify.com/us/legal/end-user-agreement [https://perma.cc/HX7J-
TLR3]; Amazon Music Terms of Use, AMAZON (Aug. 10, 2020), https://
www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201380010 [https://
perma.cc/U26X-TGTR]; Terms of Service & Privacy Policy, DICTIONARY.COM (Jan. 15,
2021), http://www.dictionary.com/terms [https://perma.cc/LX72-PP6E].

139. See Apple Media Services Terms and Conditions, supra note 138; Spotify Terms
and Conditions of Use, supra note 138.

140. Spotify Terms and Conditions of Use, supra note 138, at § 9(13).
141. Spotify Terms and Conditions of Use, supra note 138, at § 9.
142. Apple Media Services Terms and Conditions, supra note 138; Amazon Music

Terms of Use, supra note 138.
143. Austin Powell, Spotify Shuts Down Major Third-Party Service After Playlist

Scandal, THE DAILY DOT (Mar. 17, 2018), https://www.dailydot.com/upstream/
spotify-playlist-scandal/ [https://perma.cc/T2JA-2VRJ].
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utilized Spotify’s own Application Programming Interface to iden-
tify playlists that feature songs similar to those that artists submitted
to SpotLister.144 Other playlist pitching companies that do not util-
ize Spotify’s own algorithms, but do receive payment in exchange
for playlist placement, continue to operate despite their apparent
violation of Spotify’s terms of service.145

i. Enforcement of Contractual Prohibitions Is Limited

Terms of service are legally enforceable agreements. Streaming
platforms’ terms of service usually involve “clickwrap” agreements,
which automatically present the contractual terms and require the
user to accept by clicking to indicate their agreement before acces-
sing the platform itself.146 Consumers seldom read these internet
contracts,147 and may argue that they consequently lack notice of
the agreements’ terms, including prohibitions on payola. Under
the “duty to read” doctrine, however, consumers are bound to
terms that they have an opportunity to read before assenting and
cannot later complain about a lack of knowledge or understand-
ing.148 Streaming platforms’ terms of service are not overly long,
and contain their terms in clear, prominent text.149 Terms prohibit-

144. Id.
145. Danny Ross, Spotify’s Head of Music Explains How to Get on Playlists, FORBES

(Mar. 2, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/dannyross1/2020/03/02/spotifys-
head-of-music-explains-playlisting/?sh=3aacad123a24 [https://perma.cc/R47F-
4YQ4].

146. Robert Lee Dickens, Finding Common Ground in the World of Electronic Con-
tracts: The Consistency of Legal Reasoning in Clickwrap Cases, 11 MARQ. INTELL. PROP.
L. REV. 379, 381 (2007).

147. In one notable example of this phenomenon, PC Pitstop included a pro-
vision in its end user licensing agreement awarding financial compensation to a
number of licensees who read the license agreement and contacted the company.
Four months elapsed before a user noticed the clause and claimed the $1000 in
prize money. Ian Ayres & Alan Schwartz, The No-Reading Problem in Consumer Con-
tract Law, 66 STAN. L. REV. 545, 547 (2014).

148. See, e.g., Upton v. Tribilcock, 91 U.S. 45, 50 (1875) (“It will not do for a
man to enter into a contract, and, when called upon to respond to its obligations,
to say that he did not read it when he signed it, or did not know what it con-
tained. . . . A contractor must stand by the words of his contract; and, if he will not
read what he signs, he alone is responsible for his omission.”); Brown v. E.F. Hut-
ton Grp., Inc., 991 F.2d 1020, 1033 (2d Cir. 1993) (holding that allegedly unso-
phisticated investors’ failure to read securities disclosures was “reckless” and
precluded them from bringing fraud claim); Rossi v. Douglas, 100 A.2d 3, 7 (Md.
1953) (“[O]ne having the capacity to understand a written document who reads it,
or without reading it or having it read to him, signs it, is bound by his signature.”).

149. See Apple Media Services Terms and Conditions, supra note 138; Spotify Terms
and Conditions of Use, supra note 138; Amazon Music Terms of Use, supra note 138; see
also ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1449 (7th Cir. 1996) (holding that
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ing pay-for-play are in line with longstanding statutory prohibitions
on payola, and therefore are unlikely to be regarded as unreasona-
ble by the courts.150 Therefore, their terms are likely to be upheld
in the face of potential legal challenges to their validity.

Although they are legally valid, terms of service alone are not
sufficiently enforceable to serve as the sole mechanism for payola
regulation in the streaming context. The remedies available for vio-
lation of a platform’s terms of service may be inadequate. Simply
terminating the accounts of users who violate the platform’s terms
and conditions will not successfully deter pay-for-play without an
effective mechanism in place to stop terminated account-holders
from simply creating a new account with a different email
address.151

The fact that anti-payola enforcement in the streaming context
is functionally limited to private contract is also a departure from
the historical mechanisms of anti-payola enforcement. Historically,
only public enforcement was available to combat payola practices.
The Communications Act granted the FCC primary and exclusive
jurisdiction over the enforcement of its anti-payola provisions.152

The Communications Act did not create, “even by implication, a
cause of action cognizable in the district courts,” allowing only for
public enforcement by the FCC.153

Relying primarily on contractual prohibitions to govern payola
practices also places primary responsibility for enforcement on the
parties to those contracts; specifically, on the streaming platforms
themselves.154 These streaming platforms may lack the time, desire,
or resources to fully investigate individual users in order to deter-

computer software licenses are enforceable unless their terms are objectionable on
grounds applicable to contracts in general).

150. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 211 cmt. f (AM. LAW INST.
1981) (“Although customers typically adhere to standardized agreements and are
bound by them without even appearing to know the standard terms in detail, they
are not bound to unknown terms which are beyond the range of reasonable
expectation.”).

151. See Jonathan Zittrain, A History of Online Gatekeeping, 19 HARV. J. L. &
TECH. 253, 270 (2006) (discussing the inadequacies of account termination
policies).

152. 47 U.S.C. § 317.
153. Guitar v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 396 F. Supp. 1042, 1057 (S.D.N.Y.

1975).
154. See Facebook, Inc. v. Power Ventures, Inc., 844 F.3d 1058, 1066-67 (9th

Cir. 2016) (declining to attach public-law penalties to violations of online terms of
service because terms of service are “vague and generally unknown . . . but website
owners retain the right to change the terms at any time and without notice.”) (in-
ternal citations omitted).
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mine whether they are engaged in under-the-table payments in ex-
change for playlist placement. Enforcement may be especially
difficult when payments are made between playlist curators and
third parties who are not users of the platform itself.155 If third
party services are the ones pushing songs and paying for their place-
ment on playlists, but are not actually users of the service, those
services are not parties to the contractual terms of service.156 There-
fore, if the prevention of payola is limited to the contractual reme-
dies available to streaming platforms through their terms of service,
the consequences of payola enforcement will fall largely on the par-
ties accepting payola (curators), and will have far less of an effect
on the parties making payments (playlist pushers, labels, and musi-
cians).157 Because of the difficulty of enforcement, however, con-
tractual prohibitions are likely to have little deterrent effect even on
the curators whose accounts may be terminated, because the per-
ceived penalty for accepting payola is low.158

ii. Contractual Prohibitions Allow Streaming Platforms to Monopolize
Payola

The provisions of streaming platforms’ terms of service that ap-
ply to payola only prohibit users of the platform, such as indepen-
dent playlist curators, from engaging in payola.159 New artists and

155. Spotify was able to identify SpotLister’s payola practices because of Spot-
Lister’s use of Spotify’s own Application Programming Interface, and has not
taken public action against other playlist promotion companies. Powell, supra note
143.

156. See, e.g., Nguyen v. Barnes & Noble, Inc., 763 F.3d 1171, 1175–76 (9th
Cir. 2014) (noting that contracts entered in internet commerce, such as online
terms of service, are governed by fundamental principles of contract, including
mutual manifestation of assent).

157. See Powell, supra note 143.
158. See Karna Basu, Kaushik Basu, & Tito Cordella, Asymmetric Punishment as

an Instrument of Corruption Control, 18 J. PUB. ECON. THEORY 831, 833 (2016)
(“[B]ribery depends on the properties of punishment . . . a bribe is exchanged as
long as the total expected penalty is small enough.”).

159. Apple Media Services Terms and Conditions, supra note 138 (“These terms
and conditions create a contract between you and Apple . . . You may use the
Services and Content only for personal, noncommercial purposes”); Spotify Terms
and Conditions of Use, supra note 138 (“Thanks for choosing Spotify (‘Spotify,’ ‘we,’
‘us,’ ‘our’) . . . . You must follow these rules and should encourage other users to
do the same. The following is not permitted for any reason whatsoever: . . . selling
a user account or playlist, or otherwise accepting or offering to accept any com-
pensation, financial or otherwise, to influence the name of an account or playlist
or the content included on an account or playlist.”; Amazon Music Terms of Use,
supra note 138 (“This is an agreement between you and the entity providing Ama-
zon Music to you . . . . You may use the Services only for your personal, non-
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those who are unsigned or represented by smaller record labels
view independently curated playlists as an essential part of gaining
valuable audience exposure160 and even acquiring a record deal
with a major label.161 Despite the importance of independent
playlists, however, the most desirable real estate in streaming is
found on the playlists curated by the streaming platforms
themselves.162

Although streaming platforms like Spotify insist that they do
not accept money in exchange for placement on their playlists,163

the platforms are subject to strong incentives to engage in pay-for-
play. Each of the three major music labels, Universal, Sony, and
Warner, have marketing divisions dedicated to curating and pro-
moting streaming playlists.164 Labels are willing to invest heavily in
promotion in order to obtain placement on platforms’ most sought-
after playlists.165 The finite nature of playlist real estate requires
that playlist curators make economic decisions about which songs
will be placed on the playlist, creating a substantial likelihood that
pay-for-play will occur,166 even if the platforms themselves do not
embrace it as an official policy.167

The playlist curators employed by streaming services have as-
sumed the gatekeeper role that disc jockeys and station managers
occupied in terrestrial radio and have a unique ability to make or
break artists’ careers.168 The tremendous power wielded by a small
number of powerful actors creates strong incentives for an elabo-
rate payola structure to develop. Placement on a playlist leads to

commercial purposes. You may not use the Services to store, transfer, or distribute
content of or on behalf of third parties, to operate your own content application
or service, or to resell any part of the Services.”).

160. Ward, supra note 95.
161. Marks, supra note 97 (describing how artists who gain popularity online

can end up placing labels into bidding wars that lead to very lucrative deals).
162. Id. (describing Spotify’s RapCaviar as “the most influential playlist in

music”).
163. Ward, supra note 95.
164. Marks, supra note 97.
165. Id. (“Now that streaming has finally curbed piracy, ‘we have a growing

business again,’ says Tom Corson, president/COO of RCA. ‘That requires a differ-
ent mind-set. That requires investment . . . It’s definitely a seller’s market right
now,’ says Corson. ‘And if we are investing more heavily, there’s nothing wrong
with sharing the wealth.’”).

166. Katunich, supra note 60, at 670.
167. Spotify for Artists: How to Get Playlisted, YOUTUBE (Oct. 24, 2018), https:/

/www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&vEuhq4Gbpw [https://perma.cc/9GWT-
GW8U] (explaining that Spotify does not engage in payola, and that no artist can pay for
placement on a Spotify-branded playlist); see also Shah, supra note 92.

168. Shah, supra note 92.
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increased streams and the accompanying royalties, greater expo-
sure to audiences, and even increased play on terrestrial radio,
which takes cues for what to play from what is popular on streaming
services.169 Artists’ managers and record labels lobby these individu-
als extensively in order to acquire playlist placement, which has led
prominent platform-sponsored playlists to be overwhelmed by ma-
jor label artists.170 This extensive lobbying and promotional ma-
chinery mirrors the elaborate brokerage of large-scale promotion
between labels and radio stations that took place under the radar
throughout the twentieth century, even in the face of the practice’s
explicit illegality in that context.171 Unlike disc jockeys and radio
station managers, however, playlist curators employed by streaming
services are not subject to scrutiny by the FCC172 and may be under
the impression that payola is entirely legal in the streaming con-
text.173 Even in the absence of formal cash-for-play payola schemes,
streaming platforms’ coziness with labels may lead to more elabo-
rate systems of quid-pro-quo resembling those that Spitzer prose-
cuted in the early 2000s, even while streaming services retain anti-
payola provisions in their terms and services so that they continue
to project an air of editorial independence. Given these considera-
tions, it is clear that the incentives, rewards, and opportunities to
engage in payola are even stronger for playlist curators than they
were for disc jockeys and radio station managers.

In a recent interview, Stephen Cooper, Warner Music Group’s
Chief Executive Officer, emphasized the powerful relationships be-
tween major labels and streaming services when he stated that
“playlisting is one of the big reasons why artists need record labels
today . . . You have to react quickly when a song starts to break, you
have to have the relationships with the services.”174

169. Id.
170. Id.
171. Repyneck, supra note 51, at 715–16.
172. O’Rielly, supra note 14 (stating that the Federal Communications Com-

mission does not regulate any music streaming offerings, including Spotify and
Apple Music); see also Shah, supra note 92 (“Under U.S. regulations, radio broad-
casters must disclose payments or valuable quid-pro-quos for airtime. But those
rules don’t apply to streaming services.”).

173. See Shah, supra note 92.
174. Andrew Flanagan, ‘Music Isn’t a Commodity’: Warner Music CEO Stephen

Cooper on that Streaming Milestone, the ‘Value Grab’, BILLBOARD: BILLBOARDBIZ (May
13, 2016), https://www.billboard.com/biz/articles/news/record-labels/7370414/
music-isnt-a-commodity-warner-music-ceo-stephen-cooper-on [https://perma.cc/
9TJY-BUU7].
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In 2015, Billboard reported that “pay for play is definitely hap-
pening” on streaming services, although concrete evidence of the
practice is difficult to obtain.175 Pandora’s agreements with record
labels have raised concerns that the internet radio service “is favor-
ing certain songs over others because it’s paying the musicians be-
hind those songs a smaller royalty.”176 In 2020, Spotify formalized
the practice by launching “Discovery Mode,” which allows artists to
agree to a lower royalty rate in exchange for increased promotion
through Spotify’s algorithms.177 In 2019, Spotify also launched its
Marquee service, which allows artists and labels to purchase pop-up
advertisements directing users to their music on a pay-per-click ba-
sis.178 Critics argue that because labels give the services a discount
on royalties in exchange for airplay, listeners are essentially being
advertised to without knowing it, in circumstances under which the
Communications Act would require disclosure if terrestrial radio
were involved.179

D. Streaming Services’ Self-Regulation Fails Without Required Disclosure
of Payola

If payola is not publicly regulated and streaming platforms pro-
hibit the practice for their users through their terms of service, the
streaming services will assume the primary authority for defining
the terms on which pay-for-play can occur. This framework would
be in line with the United States government’s historical approach
to the internet: self-regulation “based on a decentralized, contrac-
tual model of law rather than one based on top-down regula-
tion.”180 Because online technologies evolve rapidly, self-regulation
is utilized to allow the private sector to develop rules suited to the

175. Glenn Peoples, How ‘Playola’ Is Infiltrating Streaming Services: Pay for Play Is
‘Definitely Happening,’ BILLBOARD (Aug. 19, 2015), https://www.billboard.com/biz/
articles/news/digital-and-mobile/6670477/how-playola-is-infiltrating-streaming-
services-pay-for [https://perma.cc/CGJ3-V8F7].

176. Laura Sydell, Pandora’s New Deal: Different Pay, Different Pay, NAT’L PUB.
RADIO (Nov. 26, 2014), https://www.npr.org/2014/11/26/366339553/pandoras-
new-deal-different-pay-different-play [https://perma.cc/8U6U-NXKU].

177. Noah Yoo, Could Spotify’s New Discovery Mode be Considered Payola?, PITCH-

FORK (Nov. 9, 2020), https://pitchfork.com/thepitch/could-spotifys-new-discov-
ery-mode-be-considered-payola/ [https://perma.cc/Y94N-4B4U].

178. Elias Leight, A New Tool from Spotify Walks the Line Between Advertising and
Pay-For-Play, ROLLING STONE (Dec. 2, 2019), https://www.rollingstone.com/pro/
features/spotify-marquee-ad-cost-5000-915990/ [https://perma.cc/2RLX-4EYU].

179. Yoo, supra note 177; Sydell, supra note 176.
180. WILLIAM J. CLINTON & ALBERT GORE, JR., A FRAMEWORK FOR GLOBAL ELEC-

TRONIC COMMERCE, 3 (1997).
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purpose of the industry, while requiring little effort for implemen-
tation and little or no institutional infrastructure.181

A self-regulatory approach to e-commerce relies on the as-
sumption from welfare economics that informed, rational deci-
sionmakers will reach efficient, welfare-maximizing contracts in
competitive markets.182 Under this theory, allowing streaming ser-
vices to self-regulate their own payola practices could be an effective
strategy if the users of streaming services were fully informed about
when the practice was taking place.183 In such an environment,
users who preferred not to listen to playlists on which music was
included in exchange for payment could make the rational choice
to curate their own playlists or use a different service.184

This theory of rational choice is actually at the heart of tradi-
tional payola regulation under the Communications Act,185 which
allows payment to be made in exchange for play as long as listeners
are clearly informed that payment, services, or other valuable con-
sideration have been given.186 Because the Communications Act’s
requirements do not govern streaming platforms, however, plat-
forms are not necessarily obligated to provide such disclosure, and
may adopt norms in which pay-for-play occurs without being dis-
closed to consumers.

Streaming services have already experimented with receiving
payment for playlist placement and disclosing that fact to their lis-
teners. In 2017, Spotify piloted a program called Sponsored Songs,
in which labels could pay to add songs to Spotify-branded playlists
delivered to users of the platform’s advertisement-driven free

181. Karen Alboukrek, Adapting to a New World of E-Commerce: The Need for Uni-
form Consumer Protection in the International Electronic Marketplace, 35 GEO. WASH. INT.
L.R. 425, 452–53 (2003).

182. See, e.g., Richard A. Posner, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 3 (9th ed. 2014);
Benjamin E. Harmalin et al., Contract Law, in 1 HANDBOOK OF LAW AND ECONOMICS

20, 21–24 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007) (discussing core prin-
ciples of the welfare economics of contract).

183. See Alboukrek, supra note 181, at 453.
184. See, e.g., Posner, supra note 182, at 3; Harmalin et al., supra note 182, at

21–24 (discussing core principles of the welfare economics of contract).
185. Coase, supra note 17, at 309-310 (According to the attorney general and

the FTC, “a disc jockey who receives . . . payment does not disclose that he is being
paid to play the record and creates the impression that it is being broadcast be-
cause of its merit.”).

186. 47 U.S.C. § 317(a)(1) (“All matter broadcast by any radio station for
which any money, service or other valuable consideration is directly or indirectly
paid, or promised to or charged or accepted by, the station so broadcasting, from
any person, shall, at the time the same is so broadcast, be announced as paid for or
furnished, as the case may be, by such person.”).
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tier.187 The songs were targeted to appear to users with similar lis-
tening tastes so that they fit in with other music on the listener’s
playlist and were playable without requiring listeners to click on a
separate ad.188 The songs were listed in a separate area of the
playlist from regular content, and listeners could opt out of receiv-
ing sponsored songs.189 The platform later stopped offering listen-
ers the ability to opt out of sponsored songs and no longer indicates
whether sponsored songs are present on playlists.190

Listeners have also provided negative feedback to streaming
services when pay-for-play is disclosed or otherwise clearly evident.
In June 2018, Spotify placed music by Drake prominently across its
editorial playlists, even playlists for genres or moods with which the
Canadian-American hip-hop artist’s music was not clearly aligned,
including “Best of British,” “Massive Dance Hits,” and “Happy Pop
Hits.”191 Many Spotify subscribers, who pay to receive the service
without advertisements, decried the promotion as “an imposition of
advertisements on what are supposed to be ad-free accounts,” and
demanded refunds from the service or cancelled their subscriptions
entirely.192 Such listener responses show that the matter of whether
song promotion was financially motivated is clearly material to lis-
teners. In light of consumer responses to past occasions in which
stations disclosed pay-for-play or listeners perceived that it may have
occurred, streaming services may be wary of disclosing when pay-
ments have been received in exchange for song promotion.

Streaming services, while popular, have struggled to become
profitable,193 so the demand for placement on their playlists makes

187. Jem Aswad, Spotify’s ‘Sponsored Songs’ Experiment Allows Labels to Pay for
Playlist Placement, VARIETY (June 20, 2017), https://variety.com/2017/digital/
news/spotify-sponsored-songs-experiment-allows-labels-to-pay-for-playlists-
1202472579/ [https://perma.cc/YZW2-VYF5].

188. Josh Constine, Spotify ‘Sponsored Songs’ Lets Labels Pay for Plays, TECH-

CRUNCH (June 19, 2017), https://techcrunch.com/2017/06/19/spotify-spon-
sored-content/ [https://perma.cc/C3EN-AG67].

189. Id.
190. Spotify for Artists, supra note 167; see also Shah, supra note 92 (quoting

an Apple spokesperson as saying, “There is absolutely no ‘payola’ happening on
Apple Music or iTunes at all.”).

191. Colin Stutz, Spotify Subscribers Demand Refunds Over Too Much Drake Promo-
tion, BILLBOARD (July 2, 2018), https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/hip-
hop/8463896/spotify-drake-subscribers-refunds-scorpion-playlist-marketing
[https://perma.cc/4QEP-QMR3].

192. Id.
193. Angelina Rascouet & Lucas Shaw, The Internet Saved the Record Labels,

BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Feb. 5, 2019), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/arti-
cles/2019-02-05/vivendi-may-sell-universal-now-a-music-streaming-behemoth
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payola a logical way to further monetize their platforms and in-
crease profitability. Services are not explicitly required by the Com-
munications Act to disclose when payment has been given for
playlist placement. In light of consumer preferences against such
practices, streaming services have strong incentives to accept pay-
ment for playlist placement without disclosing those payments to
listeners, which would deprive listeners of the opportunity to make
an informed decision of which media to consume. Given consum-
ers’ past reactions to perceived payola, information about whether
payment was made in exchange for placement on a playlist is clearly
a material concern to listeners, making disclosure necessary in or-
der for streaming platforms to achieve the informational symmetry
necessary to adequately protect consumer expectations.

IV.
UNDISCLOSED PAYOLA IS BARRED BY FEDERAL

LAW UNDER § 5(A) OF THE FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION ACT

The FCC’s lack of jurisdiction over streaming services appears
to many commentators to leave undisclosed payola on streaming
services at least technically legal.194 The FTC, however, has jurisdic-
tion over online actors like streaming services. Further, the prohibi-
tions on deceptive trade practices in the Federal Trade Commission
Act (FTC Act), when applied to payola, clearly indicate that undis-
closed payola continues to be illegal under United States law.

A. The FTC Has Jurisdiction over Streaming Services

The FTC is the “primary federal agency regulating electronic
commerce.”195 The FTC has made clear that its consumer protec-
tion laws that apply to other media also apply online, including the
FTC Act’s prohibition on “unfair or deceptive acts or practices,”196

described below. The FTC “is, first and foremost, an enforcement

[https://perma.cc/VM75-EZGM] (“One big concern is streaming’s durability. . . .
Apple Inc. and Amazon.com Inc. don’t break out results for their services, but
Pandora Media Inc. lost $310 million in the first nine months of 2018, and Spotify
Technology SA reported a net loss of $520 million—even as it grew 40 percent, to
87 million paying customers.”).

194. See supra Part II.
195. MICHAEL D. SCOTT, SCOTT ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LAW § 8.09 (3d

ed. 2020).
196. FTC, DOT COM DISCLOSURES: INFORMATION ABOUT ONLINE ADVERTISING 1

(2000), http://ftc.gov/os/2000/05/0005dotcomstaffreport.pdf [https://
perma.cc/3M48-SBEY].
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agency,”197 a role that makes it better-suited for governing wrong-
doing like payola than the FCC, which pursues enforcement actions
alongside a broader focus on licensure and shaping communica-
tions practices through broader regulatory policies.198 The FTC’s
enabling statute gives it broad latitude to address unfair or decep-
tive trade practices,199 whereas the FCC’s jurisdiction is limited to
common carriers, radio and cable communications, and any ancil-
lary jurisdiction necessary to execute its explicitly delegated func-
tions.200 The FTC also has the authority to act proactively to prevent
and prohibit deceptive conduct before it has escalated to a level
that would give rise to a private cause of action in tort or
contract.201

The FTC has experience investigating and bringing enforce-
ment actions against online platforms and is “experienced in un-
derstanding the economic concepts that underlie the operation of
platforms and the markets they create,”202 making it well-suited to
bring enforcement actions against parties who engage in playlist
payola. In 2019, former FCC Chairman Ajit Pai responded to
lawmakers’ request that the FCC investigate the practices of wireless
internet service providers by referring the request to the FTC,
which Chairman Pai said “has long policed the internet economy
for potentially deceptive and unfair practices and has the responsi-
bility for doing so today,”203 indicating that the FCC has recently
viewed the actions of entities involved in internet communications
as fully within the jurisdiction of the FTC.

B. The FTC Is Well-Suited for Anti-Payola Enforcement

Section 5(a) of the FTC Act prohibits “unfair or deceptive acts
or practices in or affecting commerce.”204 Although the FTC Act
does not define what constitutes a deceptive practice, the agency’s

197. Terrell McSweeny, FTC 2.0: Keeping Pace with Online Platforms, 32 BERKE-

LEY TECH. L.J. 1027, 1029 (2017).
198. FCC, STRATEGIC PLAN 2018–2022, i, 1–2.
199. 15 U.S.C. § 45 (2006).
200. See 47 U.S.C. § 151 et seq.
201. See Patricia P. Bailey & Michael Pertschuk, The Law of Deception: The Past

as Prologue, 33 AM. U. L. REV. 849, 870 (1984).
202. McSweeny, supra note 197, at 1033.
203. Letters from Ajit V. Pai, Chairman, FCC, to Edward J. Markey, Richard

Blumenthal, and Ron Wyden, Senators, U.S. Senate (Mar. 29, 2019), https://
docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-356892A1.pdf?utm_campaign=newslet-
ters&utm_source=sendgrid&utm_medium=email [http://perma.cc/S6C4-RUXR].

204. 15 U.S.C. § 45 (2006)).
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regulations,205 FTC decisions,206 and court decisions207 have given
shape to the federal definition for deceptive practices.208 For a
practice to be considered deceptive under the FTC Act, there must
have been a material representation, omission or practice that,
under the circumstances, is likely to mislead the reasonable
consumer.209

The standard for demonstrating that a defendant engaged in
deceptive trade practices under the FTC Act is much lower than
that for common law fraud. To make out a violation of the FTC Act,
the FTC need not prove that a defendant intended to deceive con-
sumers,210 or that it made a representation in bad faith.211 The FTC
also need not prove that consumers or the general public actually
relied upon or were injured by a defendant’s actions,212 although
proof of actual deception is “highly probative to show that a prac-
tice is likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the
circumstances.”213

i. The FTC’s Investigatory Authority

Only the FTC can enforce the FTC Act, which grants neither
private rights of action to individuals nor public enforcement au-

205. The FTC has authority to promulgate regulations pursuant to 15 U.S.C.
§ 57(a)(1)(A). Until 1975, the FTC’s authority to promulgate trade regulations
appeared at 15 U.S.C. § 46(g). The FTC also issues Industry Guides to explain
which practices are deceptive and which are not. See 16 C.F.R. subchapter B
(2019).

206. See, e.g., Cliffdale Assocs., Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110 (1984) (adopting the
FTC’s 1983 Policy Statement on Deception in holding that the Commission will
find an act or practice deceptive if (1) there is a representation, omission, or prac-
tice that (2) is likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circum-
stances, and (3) the representation, omission, or practice is material).

207. See, e.g., FTC v. LeadClick Media, LLC, 838 F.3d 158 (2d Cir. 2016); FTC
v. Tashman, 318 F.3d 1273 (11th Cir. 2003).

208. Sovern, supra note 123, at 443.
209. Letter from James C. Miller III, Chair, FTC, to Rep. John D. Dingell,

Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce, (Oct. 14, 1983) (containing the
FTC Policy Statement on Deception) (available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/
files/documents/public_statements/410531/831014deceptionstmt.pdf) [https://
perma.cc/5N49-KHUQ ] [hereinafter FTC Policy Statement on Deception].

210. See, e.g., FTC v. Algoma Lumber Co., 291 U.S. 67 (1934); Doherty, Clif-
ford, Steers, & Shenfield, Inc. v. FTC, 392 F.2d 921 (6th Cir. 1968); FTC v. E.M.A.
Nationwide, Inc., 767 F.3d 611, 631 (6th Cir. 2014); FTC v. Bronson Partners, LLC,
564 F. Supp.2d 119, 124 (D. Conn. 2008).

211. See Bronson Partners, 564 F. Supp.2d at 124.
212. See, e.g., FTC v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 380 U.S. 374 (1965); FTC v.

Freecom Commc’ns, Inc., 401 F.3d 1192, 1205-06 (10th Cir. 2005).
213. FTC v. Cyberspace.com, LLC, 453 F.3d 1196, 1201 (9th Cir. 2006).
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thority to state or local governments.214 The FTC has broad investi-
gative authority to “gather and compile information concerning,
and to investigate from time to time the organization, business,
conduct, practices, and management of any person, partnership, or
corporation engaged in or whose business affects commerce.”215 To
facilitate these investigations, the agency has the power to issue sub-
poenas, conduct wide-ranging economic studies, and use “civil in-
vestigative demands” to require that the recipient file a written
report, answer the agency’s questions, or submit written documents
or testimony.216 The FTC can initiate investigations “upon the re-
quest of the President, Congress, governmental agencies, or the At-
torney General; upon referrals by the courts; upon complaint by
members of the public; or by the FTC upon its own initiative.”217

To resolve a pending investigation, the FTC may either: file a
closing letter indicating that it is not recommending enforcement
action,218 undertake administrative adjudication,219 or file a com-
plaint in federal court.220 A charged party may settle the agency’s
charges by signing a consent agreement, consenting to the entry of
a final order, and waiving all right to judicial review.221 Each viola-
tion of a consent order carries a civil penalty of up to $10,000.222 If
the party does not enter a consent agreement, the FTC will proceed
with an administrative trial or will file a civil action in federal dis-

214. Baum v. Great W. Cities, Inc. of New Mexico, 703 F.2d 1197, 1209 (10th
Cir. 1983) (“We recognize that private litigants cannot invoke the jurisdiction of
the district courts by alleging violations of business practices proscribed by 15
U.S.C.A. § 45(a)(1). The remedial power rests exclusively in the FTC.”).

215. 15 U.S.C. § 46(a) (2020); see also A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Com-
mission’s Investigative and Law Enforcement Authority, FTC (July 2008), https://
www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/what-we-do/enforcement-authority [https://perma.cc/
P9L9-FZPV] [hereinafter A Brief Overview, FTC].

216. A Brief Overview, FTC, supra note 215; see also 15 U.S.C. § 49 (2020); 15
U.S.C. § 57b-1(c)(1) (2020).

217. 16 C.F.R. § 2.1 (2017).
218. See, e.g., Letter from Richard A. Feinstein, Dir., Bureau of Competition,

FTC, to Daniel M. Wall, Counsel, Apple, Inc. (Oct. 30, 2009), https://www.ftc.gov/
sites/default/files/documents/closing_letters/apple-inc./google-inc./091030ap-
pleclosingletter.pdf [https://perma.cc/GS3B-2S6Z].

219. 15 U.S.C. § 45(b) (2006) (allowing for administrative adjudication by the
FTC when it has reason to believe that an entity is engaging in an “unfair or decep-
tive act or practice in or affecting commerce”).

220. 15 U.S.C. § 53(b) (1994) (authorizing the FTC to seek preliminary and
permanent injunctions in federal court to remedy “any provision of law enforced
by the Federal Trade Commission”).

221. A Brief Overview, FTC supra note 215.
222. 15 U.S.C. § 45(l) (2006).
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trict court.223 Penalties for engaging in unfair or deceptive trade
practices include cease and desist orders, civil penalties, or refunds
to consumers for their actual damages.224

In addition to investigation and enforcement actions, the FTC
conducts active outreach in order to promote voluntary compliance
with the FTC Act and FTC regulations.225 The FTC has a task force
that works with law enforcement and other agencies to conduct reg-
ular internet “surfs.”226 During a surf, the FTC reviews internet sites
with the goal of detecting potential violations of FTC guidelines or
other federal laws.227 After the surf, the FTC contacts the potential
violators it has identified by sending warning letters that identify
the questionable activities, explain the applicable law, and provide
the entity with the opportunity to voluntarily comply with the
law.228

Although the FTC’s primary role is that of a law-enforcement
agency, the FTC also emphasizes consumer and business education
efforts in order to promote greater self-regulation and voluntary
compliance.229 The FTC issues press releases, sponsors seminars,
produces public service announcements, and publishes pamphlets
through its national and regional offices in order to keep the public
informed of common deceptions and major FTC actions.230 These
proactive education efforts, if applied to payola, will not only serve
to deter the practice for those who work in the industry, but will
also educate the public about the risk that payola has occurred and
enable them to more critically evaluate their choice of playlists and
streaming platforms.

223. A Brief Overview, FTC, supra note 215.
224. Id.
225. See William E. Kovacic, The Federal Trade Commission as Convenor: Develop-

ing Regulatory Policy Norms Without Litigation or Rulemaking, 13 COLO. TECH. L.J. 17,
29 (2015) (“The capabilities established in [the FTC’s enabling statute] enabled
the FTC to serve as a forum to bring interested groups together to discuss impor-
tant policy issues and to prepare reports to advance understanding of modern
commercial phenomena.”).

226. SCOTT, supra note 195, at § 8.09.
227. Id.
228. See, e.g., Press Release, FTC, FTC Warns Internet Marketers About Mak-

ing Misleading Claims About the Benefits of Gas-Saving and Other Energy-Related
Devices (Apr. 18, 2002), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2002/
04/ftc-warns-internet-marketers-about-making-misleading-claims-about [https://
perma.cc/4EJJ-GK2M].

229. FTC, NOV. 2018 UPDATE § 2:17. CONSUMER EDUCATION (2018).
230. Id.
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ii. The FTC’s Endorsement Guides

Pursuant to its rulemaking authority under the FTC Act,231 the
FTC has promulgated regulations establishing Guides and Trade
Practice Rules for particular industries,232 which, while not binding
law, are illustrative of the FTC’s own interpretation of Section 5 of
the FTC Act. The Guides Concerning Use of Endorsements and
Testimonials in Advertising (Endorsement Guides) cover the repre-
sentation or omissions that are made in conjunction with endorse-
ments and testimonials (hereinafter, endorsements), which are
treated identically under the Guide.233 An endorsement is “any ad-
vertising message (including verbal statements, demonstrations, or
depictions of the name, signature, likeness, or other identifying
personal characteristics of an individual or the name or seal of an
organization) that consumers are likely to believe reflects the opin-
ions, beliefs, findings, or experiences of a party other than the
sponsoring advertiser, even if the views expressed by that party are
identical to the sponsoring advertiser.”234 The FTC has adopted a
broad definition of endorsement; for example, an act as simple as
tagging the manufacturer of the clothing worn in a social media
post requires disclosure if the person making the post has a finan-
cial relationship with that brand.235

The Endorsement Guides explicitly require full disclosure of
material connections between an endorser and the seller of the ad-
vertised product.236 A connection is material if it might materially
affect the weight or credibility of the endorsement and is not rea-
sonably expected by the endorsement’s audience.237 When pay-
ment or other material consideration is given in exchange for an
endorsement, and that consideration would not be reasonably ex-
pected by consumers, the endorser should “clearly and conspicu-
ously” disclose the fact that payment, other compensation, or the
promise of compensation was given in exchange for the
endorsement.238

231. 15 U.S.C. § 57a (2011).
232. 16 C.F.R. Ch. I, Subch. B (2021).
233. 16 C.F.R. § 255.0(c) (2009).
234. 16 C.F.R. § 255.0(b) (2009).
235. FTC, The FTC’s Endorsement Guides: What People Are Asking (Sept. 2017),

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/ftcs-endorsement-
guides-what-people-are-asking [https://perma.cc/33ZZ-ENME].

236. 16 C.F.R. § 255.5 (2009).
237. Id.
238. Id.
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iii. FTC Enforcement Actions

The FTC’s robust enforcement efforts against online deceptive
trade practices indicate that the agency takes adherence to its En-
dorsement and Testimonial Guides seriously. While other federal
agencies decreased their enforcement efforts under the Trump ad-
ministration, the number of enforcement actions brought by the
FTC has remained steady.239 In 2017 and 2018, the FTC resolved
twenty-nine actions involving web services and emerging technolo-
gies, which made up 18% of the agency’s enforcement activity dur-
ing that period.240 The agency’s recent enforcement efforts have
included a particular focus on preventing the consumer confusion
that results when advertising is blended with other content, includ-
ing entertainment.241

Three recent high-profile FTC enforcement actions provide
valuable insight into how FTC enforcement could apply to payola
on music streaming services. In March 2016, the FTC filed a com-
plaint against Lord and Taylor department stores for deceptive
trade practices.242 The complaint alleged that Lord and Taylor vio-
lated the FTC Act when, in conjunction with an advertising cam-
paign for its new Design Lab collection, the company gifted a dress
from the collection to fifty social media influencers who were also
paid between $1,000 and $4,000 to post Instagram photos of them-
selves wearing the dress.243 None of the posts disclosed that the in-
fluencers had received payment or merchandise in exchange for
the post, and did not state that they were advertisements for Lord
and Taylor.244 Although Lord and Taylor personnel pre-approved
all posts, the company did not add language disclosing that the in-
fluencers had been compensated for the posts.245 Lord and Taylor
also contracted with Nylon magazine to post a Lord and Taylor-
edited Instagram post and an article about the Design Lab

239. JOSEPH L. BARLOON ET AL., SKADDEN, ARPS, SLATE, MEAGHER & FLOM LLP,
FTC ENFORCEMENT TRENDS IN CONSUMER PROTECTION 1 (2019).

240. Id. at 1–2.
241. Id. at 2.
242. See Complaint, In re Lord & Taylor, LLC, No. 152-3181, Docket No. C-

4576 (Mar. 15, 2016) [hereinafter Lord & Taylor Complaint].
243. Lord and Taylor instructed influencers to make their posts within a spec-

ified time frame and to mention the company in their posts by tagging the “@lor-
dandtaylor” Instagram account and using the hashtag “#DesignLab” in their posts.
The Instagram posts were pre-approved by Lord and Taylor representatives. Lord
& Taylor Complaint, supra note 242, at 2.

244. Lord & Taylor Complaint, supra note 242, at 2.
245. Id.
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brand.246 Neither the Nylon article nor the Instagram post dis-
closed that the posts were made as part of a commercial
arrangement.247

In May 2016, the FTC entered into a consent agreement with
Lord and Taylor that prohibits the company from presenting paid
advertising as coming from a neutral source.248 The order, which is
in effect for twenty years, requires the company to provide endors-
ers with a clear statement of their disclosure obligations; to estab-
lish, implement, and maintain a system to monitor endorsers’
compliance with FTC disclosure requirements; to terminate rela-
tionships with endorsers who fail to comply with disclosure require-
ments; and to create records of compliance for submission to the
FTC.249 Notably, the FTC is not authorized to collect fines or penal-
ties based on initial violations of the FTC Act, so this monitoring is
necessary to detect future violations, which are punishable by civil
penalties of up to $40,000 per violation.250

The same year that the FTC brought its enforcement action
against Lord and Taylor, the agency also charged Warner Brothers
Home Entertainment (Warner) with violations of the FTC Act for
failing to adequately disclose that it had paid video game influenc-
ers to post videos of themselves playing the video game Middle
Earth: Shadow of Mordor.251 Warner, through its advertising agency,
entered into contracts with the influencers that required the influ-
encers to post videos featuring Shadow of Mordor gameplay that pro-
moted “positive sentiment about the [game]” and provided
information about how viewers can register for and play the
game.252 The contract also required that the influencers include
information about the game and an “FTC disclaimer disclosing that
the post is sponsored” in the description box that typically appears

246. Id.
247. Id.
248. Order, In re Lord & Taylor, LLC, No. 152-3181, Docket No. C-4576 at

4–5 (May 23, 2016) [hereinafter Lord & Taylor Order].
249. Id.
250. 15 U.S.C. § 45(l) (2006). At the time of the consent order, the penalty

for each violation was $16,000. Letter from Donald S. Clark, Secretary, FTC, to
Sharp Mann (May 20, 2016), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/
160523lordtaylorletters.pdf [https://perma.cc/BR4Y-Z88U]. That penalty has
since been increased to $40,000 and adjusted for inflation. Adjustment of Civil
Monetary Penalty Amounts, 81 Fed. Reg. 126 at 42476 (June 30, 2016) (to be codi-
fied at 16 C.F.R. pt. 1).

251. Complaint at 1–4, In re Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, Inc., No.
152-3034, Docket No. C-4595 (Nov. 21, 2016) [hereinafter Warner Complaint].

252. Id. at 2.
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below a YouTube video.253 The majority of influencers who partici-
pated in the campaign did not include any sponsorship disclosures
within the videos themselves, and disclosures placed in the descrip-
tion box were usually placed “below the fold,” meaning that viewers
were required to click “show more” in order to view the disclo-
sure.254 The FTC regarded Warner’s actions as a deceptive practice
because Warner’s failure to adequately disclose that the influencers
had received compensation constituted a representation that
“favorable gameplay videos . . . reflect the opinions or experiences
of individuals who had played Shadow of Mordor,” and that represen-
tation was material to consumers’ decisions whether to purchase
the game.255

In November 2016, the FTC approved a consent order that re-
quires Warner to clearly and conspicuously disclose any material
connections with influencers, take steps to ensure that the influenc-
ers clearly and conspicuously make such disclosures, monitor influ-
encers’ compliance with disclosure requirements, and terminate
agreements with influencers who fail to make adequate disclo-
sures.256 Like the Lord and Taylor order, the Warner order is in
effect for twenty years and requires Warner to follow monitoring
and compliance procedures, including maintaining documents that
demonstrate its compliance and making those documents available
to the FTC upon request.257 Civil penalties are available for viola-
tions of the order.258

The FTC’s actions against Warner and Lord and Taylor were
targeted solely at the companies providing consideration in ex-
change for endorsements and did not directly reach the endorsers
themselves.259 In April 2017, the FTC began more targeted out-
reach to endorsers by sending more than ninety educational letters
to social media influencers to remind them that they must disclose

253. Id.
254. Id. at 2-3.
255. Id. at 4.
256. Order, In re Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, Inc., No. 152-3034,

Docket No. C-4595 at 3–5 (Nov. 21, 2016) [hereinafter Warner Order].
257. Id. at 5–6.
258. Letter from Donald S. Clark, Secretary, FTC, to Jerry Addison (Nov. 17,

2016), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/let-
ters_to_commenters.pdf [https://perma.cc/X4DH-VR7A].

259. See Lord & Taylor Order, supra note 248; see also Warner Order, supra
note 256.
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all material connections to the brands they endorse.260 The agency
sent follow-up warning letters to twenty-one influencers to point out
specific posts that the FTC suspected were not in compliance with
the Endorsement Guides and to ask recipients to disclose material
connections to the FTC and take steps towards disclosure.261 In
September 2017, the agency also brought its first enforcement ac-
tion against individual influencers when it brought charges against
Trevor Martin and Thomas Cassell, video game influencers who
posted positive reviews of the online gambling service CSGO Lotto
without disclosing that they jointly owned the company.262 A con-
sent agreement between the FTC, CSGO Lotto, Martin, and Cassell
orders the parties to clearly and conspicuously disclose material
connections and provides for a robust monitoring and compliance
regime263 with terms similar to those in the Warner and Lord and
Taylor orders. Although Cassell had previously been implicated in a
separate 2014 FTC action for failure to disclose that he had been
paid for video game reviews, he was not a named party in that ac-
tion and was not subject to a prior consent order.264 Therefore, civil
remedies are only available against all three defendants if they com-
mit future violations of the 2017 consent order.265

In February 2020, FTC Commissioner Rohit Chopra released a
statement acknowledging that issuing “no-money, no-fault or-
der[s]” against advertisers who engage in payola by violating the
endorsement guidelines was not enough to deter the practice.266

Chopra announced next steps for the Commission, including in-
creasing requirements for the platforms on which undisclosed ad-

260. Lesley Fair, Three FTC Actions of Interest to Influencers, FTC BUSINESS BLOG

(Sep. 7, 2017, 11:11 AM), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/
2017/09/three-ftc-actions-interest-influencers [https://perma.cc/3VHP-Q6MY].

261. Id.
262. Press Release, FTC, CSGO Lotto Owners Settle FTC’s First-Ever Com-

plaint Against Individual Social Media Influencers (Sept. 7, 2017), https://
www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2017/09/csgo-lotto-owners-settle-ftcs-first-
ever-complaint-against [https://perma.cc/ML7U-TL6A].

263. Order, In re CSGOLotto, Trevor Martin, and Thomas Cassell, No. 162-
3184, Docket No. C-4632 at 3–9 (Nov. 29, 2017) [hereinafter CSGOLotto Order].

264. Fair, supra note 260.
265. See Letter from Donald S. Clark, Secretary, FTC, to Christopher Jahn

(Nov. 28, 2017), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/
1623184_c4632_csgolotto_letters_to_commenters.pdf [https://perma.cc/FM86-
CSLS].

266. Statement of Commissioner Rohit Chopra, FTC (Feb. 12, 2020), https:/
/www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1566445/p204500_-
_endorsement_guides_reg_review_-_chopra_stmt.pdf [https://perma.cc/M9JS-
QGSA].
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vertising occurs, “[c]odifying elements of the existing endorsement
guides into formal rules so that violators can be liable for civil pen-
alties under Section 5(m)(1)(A) [of the FTC Act] and liable for
damages under Section 19,” and clarifying the requirements that
companies must follow in their agreements with influencers.267 The
FTC published a Federal Register notice on February 21, 2020 call-
ing for public comments regarding whether the endorsement
guides need to be updated to meet these goals.268

C. Payola Is a Deceptive Practice Prohibited by the FTC Act

The FTC’s recent interest in revising and codifying its endorse-
ment guides creates an opportunity for the agency to more formally
address payola in the music industry. The FTC Act can be con-
strued as prohibiting the practice, placing anti-payola enforcement
in the music-streaming context within the authority of the FTC.

i. Placing a Song on a Playlist Is a Representation that is Likely to
Mislead Reasonable Consumers

Deceptive claims may be either express or implied. A commu-
nication may be deemed to contain an implied claim if reasonable
“consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances would inter-
pret the advertisement to contain that message.”269 Once the FTC
determines, based on its own expertise, that a communication con-
tains an implied claim, it can either rely on its own interpretation of
the communication to determine whether it constitutes a deceptive
practice,270 or it can consider extrinsic evidence, including method-
ologically sound consumer surveys, to confirm that its reading is
reasonable.271

The placement of a song on a curated playlist constitutes an
implied claim to a streaming platform’s users that the song was cho-
sen for its artistic qualities and alignment with individual listeners’
musical tastes. When Apple launched its Apple Music service, it
boasted that the service combined “the largest and most diverse col-
lection of music on the planet with the expertise of world-class mu-

267. Id.
268. Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Adver-

tising, 85 Fed. Reg. 10,104 (Feb. 21, 2020) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R 255) https://
www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/02/21/2020-03447/guides-concerning-
the-use-of-endorsements-and-testimonials-in-advertising [https://perma.cc/5CFT-
MWUT].

269. In re Thompson Medical Co., 104 F.T.C. 648, 799 (1984).
270. In re Kraft, Inc., 114 F.T.C. 40, 47 (1991).
271. Crown Central Petroleum Corp., 84 F.T.C. 1493 (1974).
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sic experts who have programmed playlists for your [devices].”272

Apple touts its experts as the most talented from around the world,
and also stresses that the music that human curators select for its
playlists is personalized to listeners’ preferences, and that the
human curators will adapt which songs are placed on the playlists
change in response to users’ listening patterns.273

Spotify describes its curated playlists as a way for listeners to
find “new artists and tracks to fall in love with and [rediscover] . . .
old favorites.”274 The algorithms that populate Spotify’s personal-
ized playlists “look at listeners habits . . . and the habits of those
with similar taste” and create playlists that “are different for each
listener, based on their unique taste.”275 Spotify’s non-personalized
editorial playlists are assembled by “genre, lifestyle, and culture spe-
cialists with diverse backgrounds.”276 By placing a song on a playlist,
these streaming services represent to the listening public that the
song has been chosen because it is uniquely aligned to that lis-
tener’s tastes or the playlist mood, and that the expert curator has
judged the song to possess artistic excellence. Undisclosed payola
undermines the credibility of these representations.

ii. Whether Payola Occurred Is Material to a Reasonable Consumer

Even without affirmative statements and representations, fail-
ure to disclose material information can be a deceptive business
practice,277 and the FTC may require an affirmative disclosure of
particular information where necessary to prevent consumers from
reaching false beliefs about the product or service in question.278

Depending on the circumstances of the transaction in question, the
FTC may presume that consumers are likely to reach false beliefs
about the product or service because of the omission or, alterna-

272. Press Release, Apple, Introducing Apple Music — All the Ways You Love
Music. All in One Place. (June 8, 2015), https://www.apple.com/newsroom/
2015/06/08Introducing-Apple-Music-All-The-Ways-You-Love-Music-All-in-One-
Place-/ [https://perma.cc/Q8QB-QNDH].

273. Id.
274. Press Release, Spotify, Reelin’ in the Years: Celebrating a Decade of Dis-

covery on Spotify (Oct. 10, 2018), https://newsroom.spotify.com/2018-10-10/cele-
brating-a-decade-of-discovery-on-spotify/ [https://perma.cc/QX83-JM9G].

275. Promotion and Playlists:Types of Spotify Playlists, SPOTIFY FOR ARTISTS, https:/
/artists.spotify.com/help/article/types-of-spotify-playlists?category=promos-and-
playlists [https://perma.cc/5V9D-EFB2].

276. Id.
277. See FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 209, at 1-2; see also J.

B. Williams Co. v. FTC, 381 F.2d 884, 889 (6th Cir. 1967); Feil v. FTC, 285 F.2d
879, 900 (9th Cir. 1960).

278. See Ward Labs., Inc. v. FTC, 276 F.2d 952, 955 (2d Cir. 1960).
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tively, it may require external evidence of consumer expecta-
tions.279 A defendant may be liable under the FTC Act even if that
defendant did not create the deceptive content itself or communi-
cate directly with consumers, so long as the defendant either di-
rectly participated in the deceptive scheme or has the authority to
control the deceptive content at issue.280

To be deceptive, an omission must be likely to mislead reasona-
ble consumers under the circumstances in which the surrounding
communication or representation is made.281 To make this deter-
mination, the FTC can construe a statement or representation in
the most unfavorable light,282 and it can find that a representation
is likely to mislead even when a non-misleading interpretation is
possible.283 In the case of omissions, the FTC evaluates whether the
failure to disclose was reasonable in light of the expectations and
understandings of a typical consumer regarding the representa-
tions that were made.284 Materiality also exists if consumers are
likely to be injured by the representation or omission, and such
potential injury may be proven by showing that consumers would
have chosen differently but for the deception.285

A representation, omission, or practice must be “material” to
be considered deceptive by the FTC. The FTC defines a “material”
misrepresentation or practice as “one which is likely to affect a con-
sumer’s choice or conduct regarding a product.”286 The FTC’s con-
siderations extend beyond the decision of whether to purchase a
product or other financial considerations regarding a transaction.
A material misrepresentation or omission also includes “one which
the reasonable person would regard as important in deciding how
to act, or one which the maker knows that the recipient, because of
his or her own peculiarities, is likely to consider important.”287 A
fact does not need to affect the finances of a transaction to be mate-
rial—materiality also encompasses “many more-or-less sentimental
considerations that the ordinary man regards as important.”288

279. FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 209, at 1-2.
280. FTC v. LeadClick Media, LLC, 838 F.3d 158, 168 (2d Cir. 2016).
281. FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 209, at 2.
282. See Cont’l Wax Corp. v. FTC, 330 F.2d 475, 477 (2d Cir. 1964).
283. See Chrysler Corp. v. FTC, 561 F.2d 357, 363 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
284. FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 209, at 3.
285. Id. at 6.
286. Id. at 5.
287. Id. at 14 n.45, citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 538(2).
288. Id. at 14 n.45, citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 538(2) cmt. on

cl. 2(a)(d).
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Notably, the FTC determined in 1960 that undisclosed payola
was a deceptive act within the meaning of Section 5 of the FTC Act
when it issued complaints against record manufacturers in the wake
of the Quiz Show Scandals of the 1950s.289 This action was based on
an FTC determination that such payments misled listeners into be-
lieving that the recordings played were selected strictly based on
their artistic merits or popularity.290 The FTC and the Attorney
General both adopted the stance that the fact of whether payment
had been received was material to radio listeners’ decision whether
to tune in to a station, as well as the financial decision of which
records to purchase.291 This judgment of materiality was the foun-
dation for Congress’s decision to amend the Communications Act
in 1960 to add criminal prohibitions on payola.292

Today, playlists have assumed radio’s role in exposing listeners
to new music,293 and the Congressional judgment that payola was a
material concern for radio listeners continues to hold true for users
of streaming services. Although a decline in the sales of physical
albums and music downloads indicates that consumers are unlikely
to use playlist recommendations to inform album or song
purchases,294 the decision whether to stream a song is still a finan-
cial consideration. In 2018, 74.9% of recorded music revenues
came from music streaming.295 When a song is streamed, royalties
for that stream are paid to the copyright holders for the song’s
composition and song recording.296 Further, fans who discover mu-
sicians on playlists further invest in those musicians by attending in-

289. 1960 FTC ANN. REP., at 52-53, https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/reports_annual/annual-report-1960/ar1960_0.pdf [https://
perma.cc/2XVQ-ZNQY].

290. Coase, supra note 17, at 295.
291. Id. at 310.
292. Id. at 295.
293. See supra Part II.
294. RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, supra note 72 (indicating

that the percentage of recorded music revenues from album or song sales has de-
clined over time. Music downloads and physical CD and LP sales made up 21.5%
of recorded music revenues in 2018, whereas downloads and physical music sales
made up 100% of recorded music revenues as recently as 2004).

295. Id.
296. Amy X. Wang, How Musicians Make Money—or Don’t at all—in 2018, ROLL-

ING STONE (Aug. 8, 2018), https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/
how-musicians-make-money-or-dont-at-all-in-2018-706745/ [https://perma.cc/
S56T-6K5P].
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person concerts and purchasing other merchandise,297 which are
areas of significant industry growth.298

Reasonable listeners are likely to regard the question of
whether payment was given in exchange for playlist placement as
material regardless of whether they make a direct financial invest-
ment in the purchase of song downloads, concert tickets, or other
merchandise. When a user streams a curated playlist, he or she out-
sources the screening function associated with music selection to an
individual who has been presented as an expert in choosing music
of superior quality.299 This perceived expertise is one of the “many
more-or-less sentimental considerations that the ordinary man re-
gards as important;”300 therefore, the selection criteria that these
experts use to add songs to playlists, including their financial moti-
vations for doing so, would be material to the reasonable listener.

Further, listeners perceive that songs are added to playlists be-
cause they are high-quality, interesting, or popular.301 That per-
ceived popularity is material to many listeners’ choice whether to
listen to a song or playlist. Social norms play a substantial role in
influencing listener choices, because musical choice may function
as an extension of the listener’s identity.302 Emotion and other non-
traditional economic concerns are highly material in listeners’
choices of which artists, radio stations, and playlists to consume.303

When the songs on a playlist were chosen because of financial in-
ducements rather than their artistic qualities, consumer expecta-
tions are frustrated with regard to a fact that is material to their
choice of whether to listen.

Further, users who pay a subscription fee in exchange for ad-
free access to the streaming platform304 expect that the content

297. John Paul Titlow, Spotify’s Plan to Win Over Anxious Artists—And Win the
Streaming War, FAST COMPANY, https://www.fastcompany.com/3068915/spotify-art-
ists-streaming-playlists-data [https://perma.cc/K4YW-AJDL].

298. CITIGROUP, Putting the Band Back Together: Remastering the World of Music 9-
10 (2018), https://ir.citi.com/NhxmHW7xb0tkWiqOOG0NuPDM3pVGJpVzXMw
7n+Zg4AfFFX=FqDYNfND+0hUxxXA [https://perma.cc/3C3Q-83VL].

299. Hogan, supra note 90.
300. FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 209, at 14 n.45, citing

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 538(2) cmt. on cl. 2(a)(d).
301. See Press Release, Att’y Gen. of the State of New York, Universal Music,

supra note 66.
302. Morteza Abolhasani, Steve Oakes & Helen Oakes, Music in Advertising

and Consumer Identity: The Search for Heideggerian Authenticity, 17 MARKETING THEORY

473, 474 (2017).
303. Connolly & Krueger, supra note 58, at 3.
304. See supra Part II.
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they receive from the service is truly “ad-free.”305 In the past, when
paying subscribers have perceived that a streaming service was ad-
ding songs to playlists or otherwise recommending them to users
based on financial inducements, those users have demanded re-
funds or cancelled their subscriptions.306 Thus, the question of
whether payment was made in exchange for a song recommenda-
tion is not only material to whether a user will wish to stream that
song, but whether they will choose to use the streaming service it-
self. Therefore, failure to disclose that payment or other material
consideration has been given is a material omission and a deceptive
practice in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.

iii. The FTC’s Endorsement Guides Further Illustrate that Undisclosed
Payola Is a Deceptive Trade Practice

The FTC’s endorsement guides serve as further evidence that
the agency considers the fact of whether financial inducements fac-
tor into the decision to introduce products or services to consumers
to be material through its agency regulations and guidance. Songs
are uniquely capable of acting as advertisements, and unlike an or-
dinary advertisement, the commercial message is not apparent
from the song’s broadcast or inclusion on a playlist alone.307 Plac-
ing a song on a playlist is an endorsement of that song’s musical
quality and, for genre- or mood-specific playlists, is a testimonial
that the song possesses the attributes that the playlist purports to
represent.308 When payment or other material consideration was
given in exchange for playlist placement, it materially affects the
weight or credibility that listeners give the playlist curator’s selec-
tions.309 Given the history of requiring that disc jockeys and other
musical “gatekeepers” disclose whether consideration was received
in exchange for their programmatic selections,310 consumers would
be reasonable to expect that any valuable consideration exchanged
between a streaming service or its playlist curators would be dis-
closed. Therefore, the acceptance of payola by streaming services
and playlist curators, without clear and conspicuous disclosure, vio-

305. See supra Part III.
306. Stutz, supra note 191.
307. J. Gregory Sidak & David E. Kronemeyer, The “New Payola” and the Ameri-

can Record Industry: Transactions Costs and Precautionary Ignorance in Contracts for Illicit
Services, 10 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POLICY 521, 526 (1987) (describing radio airplay as
advertising).

308. See supra Part II(C).
309. See supra Part IV(B)(2).
310. See supra Part I.
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lates Section 5 of the FTC Act according to the standards set by the
Endorsement Guides.

The three cases of payola enforcement described above, as well
as Commissioner Chopra’s February 2020 letter, indicate that FTC
enforcement actions in the music streaming context are most likely
to be brought against record companies or musicians who make
payments in exchange for playlist inclusion. In keeping with the
Warner and Lord and Taylor consent agreements,311 the responsi-
bility for ensuring that streaming platforms and curators disclose
material connections would likely fall to those making payments in
exchange for promotion, as FTC regulations state that “advertisers
are subject to liability” for nondisclosure, while “endorsers also may
be liable.”312 Were the FTC to enter consent agreements with these
companies, they would likely require that parties who give consider-
ation in exchange for playlist inclusion must communicate the
need for disclosure to curator-endorsers and establish monitoring
systems to ensure that curators disclose their material connection to
the artist or record company.313

The FTC’s approach towards endorsers makes it unclear how
the agency would approach curators who endorse songs by placing
them on playlists without disclosing payola. The FTC’s past use of
targeted letters may be especially appropriate for independent cu-
rators who are not employed by streaming platforms, because these
private individuals act independently to create their own playlists
on third-party platforms, similarly to how individual influencers ex-
ert influence through their own curated social media feeds.314 On
the other hand, when streaming services or their employees are the
parties engaging in the payola scheme, direct enforcement actions
like the one brought against Cassell and Thomas are appropriate.
Cassell and Thomas were not only sophisticated parties with large
and profitable social media followings, but also had well-established

311. See Lord & Taylor Order, supra note 248; see also Warner Order, supra
note 256.

312. 16 C.F.R. § 255.1(d) (2009) (emphasis added).
313. This approach tracks the CSGOLotto, Lord and Taylor, and Warner con-

sent agreements. See Lord & Taylor Order, supra note 248, at 4–5; Warner Order,
supra note 256, at 3–5; CSGOLotto Order, supra note 263, at 3–9.

314. The FTC’s primary approach to disclosure violations by independent so-
cial media influencers has been to send warning letters and conduct educational
outreach rather than bringing formal enforcement actions. Alexandra Steigrad,
FTC Puts Influencers on Notice for Potential Disclosure Violations, WOMEN’S WEAR DAILY

(Apr. 19, 2017), https://wwd.com/business-news/media/ftc-puts-influencers-mar-
keters-on-notice-for-disclosure-violations-10869972/ [https://perma.cc/MF74-
829A].
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connections to the brand they endorsed.315 While the curators em-
ployed by streaming services may not hold an ownership interest in
the music they include on their playlists, they wield tremendous
power and are aggressively courted by record companies who
ascribe substantial value to inclusion on an influential playlist.316

Playlist curators work closely with record executives and musicians
in a symbiotic relationship, which indicates that those curators have
a level of control over the mechanics of the payola transaction simi-
lar to that of Cassell and Thomas and should therefore be held re-
sponsible for any lack of disclosure along with the other party to the
transaction.

Regardless of the aforementioned considerations, however, the
decision of whether the FTC will pursue enforcement action against
a particular party is a matter of discretion.317 Which types of actions
the FTC brings is ultimately subject to what the agency’s enforce-
ment priorities are at a given time.318 Over time, the FTC has
shifted its approach from enforcement against advertisers alone to-
wards including more endorsers in its actions.319 In light of this cur-
rent trend, all parties who engage in undisclosed payola have
reason to expect that both accepting or giving undisclosed payola
creates the risk of being subject to an FTC enforcement action. Re-
gardless of which enforcement actions it has chosen to bring in the
past, the FTC has made it clear that the duty to disclose material
connections belongs to both advertisers and endorsers.320

315. Complaint, In re CSGOLotto, Inc., F.T.C. Matter No. 162-3184, Docket
No. C-4632 (Sep. 7, 2017) [hereinafter CSGOLotto Complaint].

316. See supra Part III(C)(2).
317. The FTC has been given the authority to enforce the FTC Act through

investigations, administrative adjudication, and rulemaking, or to pursue judicial
enforcement. See generally A Brief Overview, FTC, supra note 215. Where Congress
gives an agency the option to proceed by rulemaking or by individual adjudication,
the choice is one that lies in the informed discretion of the administrative agency.
SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 202–03 (1947). Courts afford substantial def-
erence to the FTC’s interpretations of § 5 of the FTC Act. FTC v. Colgate-
Palmolive Co., 380 U.S. 374, 384–85 (1965).

318. CORPORATE COUNSEL’S GUIDE TO RELATIONS WITH COMPETITORS, § 7.12:
THE CHANGING ENFORCEMENT ENVIRONMENT—ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (2018); see
also FTC, Division of Advertising Practices: Enforcement Priorities, https://www.ftc.gov/
about-ftc/bureaus-offices/bureau-consumer-protection/our-divisions/division-ad-
vertising-practices [https://perma.cc/R39E-EYZZ].

319. See Fair, supra note 260.
320. 16 C.F.R. § 255.1(d) (“Advertisers are subject to liability for. . .failing to

disclose material connections between themselves and their endorsers [see
§ 255.5]. Endorsers also may be liable for statements made in the course of their
endorsements.”).
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The business model utilized by streaming services like Spotify
complicates the process of giving full disclosure if those platforms
choose to engage in pay-for-play. Spotify currently offers both a
“freemium” tier of the service supported by advertising, as well as a
paid “premium” tier that promises to be free of advertising.321 Even
if disclosure is given for payola in accordance with the FTC Act’s
requirements, streaming services would run afoul of their represen-
tations to consumers if they accepted consideration in exchange for
delivering playlist content to consumers.322 For streaming services
to fully comply with the law surrounding payola, they will have to
either reconfigure their paid subscription model to allow them to
deliver paid content to subscribers323 or make playlists containing
paid content available only to freemium users.

While the FTC’s combined enforcement and education efforts
may deter undisclosed payola in some cases, they are not a perfect
solution. Most of the agency’s past consent orders make advertisers
responsible for ensuring that endorsers comply with disclosure re-
quirements and only impose civil penalties for violations of the con-
sent orders upon those advertisers, not the endorsers.324 This one-
sided enforcement can create repeat offender issues, in which an
endorser may continue to accept undisclosed payments without di-
rectly bearing the costs of their own nondisclosure, as occurred in
the case of Cassell.325 The FTC could reduce this deterrence prob-
lem by pursuing even-handed enforcement against both advertisers
and endorsers, making both parties responsible for ongoing com-

321. What Subscriptions Do You Offer?, SPOTIFY (Mar. 25, 2019), https://sup-
port.spotify.com/us/account_payment_help/subscription_information/subscrip-
tion-levels/ [https://perma.cc/WKJ3-ST3X].

322. See supra Part III(D) for discussion of consumers’ outrage when they per-
ceived that the music a platform delivered to them on the paid tier had been
selected in exchange for financial consideration.

323. Advertisement-free access is not the only benefit of subscribing to a mu-
sic streaming platform, so services could continue to attract subscribers by maxi-
mizing the other benefits of subscriptions, such as on-demand mobile access and
offline availability. See SPOTIFY supra note 321.

324. See, e.g., Press Release, FTC, Lord & Taylor Settles FTC Charges It
Deceived Consumers Through Paid Article in an Online Fashion Magazine and
Paid Instagram Posts by 50 ‘Fashion Influencers’” (Mar. 15, 2016), https://
www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/03/lord-taylor-settles-ftc-charges-it-
deceived-consumers-through [https://perma.cc/Y4T9-UCQ4]; Press Release, FTC,
Warner Bros. Settles FTC Charges It Failed to Adequately Disclose It Paid Online
Influencers to Post Gameplay Videos (July 11, 2016), https://www.ftc.gov/news-
events/press-releases/2016/07/warner-bros-settles-ftc-charges-it-failed-adequately-
disclose-it [https://perma.cc/6Z2E-6UZK].

325. Fair, supra note 260.
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pliance and allowing for civil penalties against either party. The
FTC Act does not require that endorsers repay the consideration
they received in exchange for an undisclosed endorsement.326 This
allows endorsers to retain the profits they gained from violating the
law without being subject to monetary penalties until they enter
into and subsequently violate a consent order.327

Where agency enforcement alone would run the risk of inade-
quate deterrence, anti-payola prohibitions at the state level can sup-
plement the FTC’s enforcement abilities. All fifty states and the
District of Columbia have enacted statutes modeled after the FTC
Act, commonly called “Little FTC Acts” or deceptive trade practice
acts.328 The New York General Business Law under which Eliot
Spitzer brought enforcement actions against record labels in the
early 2000s is one such statute.329 These statutes mirror the struc-
ture of the FTC Act and allow for either state attorneys general or
private individuals to bring enforcement actions against entities
who engage in deceptive trade practices, and currently provide ad-
ditional prohibitions on payola in the streaming context. The pri-
vate rights of action that some of these statutes provide could offer
a potential tool by which smaller labels could challenge collusive
payola practices between major record labels and streaming plat-
forms.330 Just as the FCC’s enforcement of the Communications Act
was at its most effective when the FCC worked in tandem with state
officials,331 anti-payola enforcement under the FTC Act can also be
more effective when supplemented by actions brought under state
laws.

CONCLUSION

The prohibitions on undisclosed payola in the 1960 Communi-
cations Act Amendments were meant to ensure that when payment
was made in exchange for broadcast, the listening public would
know “by whom it [was] persuaded.”332 The FCC’s refusal to prose-
cute payola violations until third parties filed formal complaints,

326. See Letter from Donald S. Clark, supra note 265.
327. Id.
328. Sovern, supra note 123, at 438–39.
329. See Manly, supra note 11.
330. See Neda Ulaby, Small Music Labels Unite to Fight an Uphill Battle, NATIONAL

PUBLIC RADIO: WEEKEND EDITION SATURDAY (July 30, 2005), https://www.npr.org/
templates/story/story.php?storyId=4778173 [https://perma.cc/3K56-52NE].

331. See supra Part I(D).
332. Termination of ‘Plugola’ Rulemaking and Affirmation of Disclosure Re-

quirement, 76 F.C.C.2d 227, 227 (1980).
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however, meant that the Communications Act Amendments failed
to realize much of their potential, and payola continued through-
out much of the twentieth century.333 In the twenty-first century,
streaming services assumed what was once radio’s role in connect-
ing music consumers and artists.334 The FCC’s lack of jurisdiction
over streaming services has created an environment in which undis-
closed payola can occur on an even greater scale than on radio,
especially because some believe that the practice is legal in the
streaming context,335 and common law fraud actions, contract rem-
edies, and industry self-regulation all fail to adequately address the
problem of payola.336 This paper argues that, despite the inade-
quacy of these remedies and the lack of FCC jurisdiction over
streaming services, the FTC Act continues to prohibit the practice
of payola as a deceptive trade practice, and the FTC is well-suited to
enforce the Act’s prohibitions in the streaming context.337

Like the Communications Act, the FTC Act does not provide a
complete solution to the problem of payola, but the FTC’s willing-
ness to initiate its own affirmative enforcement actions indicates
that it could approach the problem more forcefully than the
FCC.338 If the FTC included outreach to the music industry as part
of its ongoing education efforts,339 it has the potential to change
attitudes towards payola and ensure that industry officials do not
mistakenly believe the practice to be legal in the streaming context.
The FTC’s willingness to exercise regulatory authority over the on-
line sphere340 means that it is well-positioned to discern how the
age-old practice of payola may assume new forms and adapt to
changing technology. Like payola enforcement in the radio con-
text, state enforcement should continue to play a role in prosecut-
ing and deterring payola on streaming services, with federal and
state authorities working in tandem to detect and prosecute the
practice.341 Notwithstanding the need for enforcement at both the
state and local levels, however, FTC recognition and action against

333. See supra Part I(D).
334. See supra Part II.
335. See supra Part II(D).
336. See supra Part III.
337. See supra Part IV.
338. Compare supra Part IV(C)(2) (describing affirmative enforcement of the

FTC Act initiated by the FTC itself), with supra Part I(C) & (D) (describing how the
FCC rarely pursued payola investigations until the New York Attorney General
shared the results of his own investigation with the agency).

339. See supra Part IV(C).
340. See supra Part IV(A).
341. See supra Part IV(C)(2).
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the practice is an essential first step towards recognizing its contin-
ued illegality and ensuring that streaming services are held to the
same standards of fair and honest disclosure as other industries are.


